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About This Report

OVERVIEW

SEBANG issued the first sustainability report in 2020. We hope that transparent disclosure of 

economic, social, and environmental performance facilitates communication with our stakeholders. 

Material topics for sustainability are identified based on materiality assessment and details of the 

findings are covered in the report.

Reporting Period and Scope

The report covers major performance and activities from January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019. 

For some qualitative performance, 2020 activities may be included. It covers performance of the 

headquarters and operations in Korea and partial data of an overseas site (Hanoi, Vietnam).

Reporting Standard

This report was prepared in accordance with the Core Options of the Global Reporting Initiative 

(GRI) standards. As for the reporting standard and definition of financial data, it applies the Korean 

International Financial Reporting Standards (K-IFRS).

Third Party Assurance

To ensure the reliability of the report, SEBANG engaged with Korea Management Registrar (KMR) 

to conduct the assurance review in accordance with the three key principles of AA1000 (inclusivity, 

materiality, and responsiveness).
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Dear respected stakeholders,

Since its establishment in 1965, SEBANG has been faithfully operating in loading, transportation, 

and storage of shipping containers and bulk cargo, which laid a foundation for South Korea’s 

economic growth. All our past and present endeavors are based on the business philosophy that 

we “provide the best logistics services across the globe, contributing to national development and 

improving people's lives.”

Despite the drastic changes in the business environment for the last 50 years, SEBANG 

could succeed thanks to its commitment to sustainability based on four principles - ethical 

management, talent development, concentration on a select few, and social responsibility. This 

has put us on the map as a leading logistics solution provider with a global network.

We are leading the industry with green logistics initiatives - innovations in the logistics process, 

greenhouse gas inventory management powered by advanced technology and systems, and 

setting and managing emissions reduction targets. We are also pushing the boundaries of the 

traditional logistics business. We have found new growth engines in e-commerce, cold chain 

and photovoltaics, which can create synergy and are still in line with our mid- to long-term 

sustainability vision and strategy.

Also, our employees are continuing various volunteer activities in partnership with SEBANG Lee 

Eui Sun Foundation. We donate supplies to senior citizens who live alone and provide briquettes 

and emergency medical care to the less privileged. The foundation supports scholarship programs 

such as “Hope Switch On,” a project to improve the conditions of local children’s centers.

Our 2020 Sustainability Report publicizes performance, future plans, and vision as well as our 

sustainability philosophy, a foundation that allowed us to become a leading integrated logistics 

company in Korea. It carries unique significance as it is our first report to share and communicate 

with stakeholders.

We established a sustainable management system so that our business strategies are aligned 

with priorities of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). To promote sustainability further, 

we developed three strategies - creating shared value, responsible business operation, and 

continuous social contribution activities.

What helped us become an integrated logistics service provider was the trust and interest of 

stakeholders. Although the global economy is going through a difficult time, we promise to engage 

and work with you in pursuing sustainability and ethical management and open a new chapter in 

the future. 

I ask for your continued support and interest so that SEBANG can continue its sustainable growth.

SEBANG will communicate and work with stakeholders 

in pursuing sustainability efforts and ethical management 

to take another great leap forward.

CHAIRMAN Message

CHAIRMAN Message

2020 SEBANG SUSTAINABILITY REPORT04

July 2020

Chairman of SEBANG Group, 

Sang Woong Lee 
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Second, we will continue to find new growth engines.

Korea’s cargo logistics market is shifting away from ports to inland. We are planning to open 

logistics centers at Inchon New Port Hinterland and Pohang-Youngil New Port Hinterland in 2021 

to expand our inland logistics business. At the new business sites, we will expand our business 

and find a new opportunity for growth. We are also reviewing the idea of expanding the third-party 

logistics center in the metropolitan area as its operation has become much stable.

Third, we will implement systematic management. 

We will work harder to realize one of SEBANG Group’s key principles, ethical management. 

At SEBANG, ethical management goes beyond its traditional boundary: it means choosing the 

right way in a competition and developing capabilities to become a respectable company. We will 

lead the effort to practice ethical management with customers and suppliers.

Last year, our corporate hierarchy went through transformation to enhance the human resources 

management system. This year, efficiency and adequacy of our staff will be examined to 

improve productivity. In addition, we will upgrade the internal accounting management system 

in accordance with the Act on External Audit and make the work process and accounting more 

transparent to build a reliable business system.

Finally, we will fulfill our social responsibility for safety and environment.

At SEBANG, we strive to create social value. We successfully entered the environment business 

with a photovoltaic power generation project. In addition, SEBANG was recognized for reduction 

in energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions after replacing old warehouse lights with 

LEDs and named “Green Logistics Company” in 2017.

Also, to avoid environmental risks, we promote modal shifts, encourage suppliers to adopt eco-

driving, and provide scrapping services for old vehicles and equipment.

We will continue to increase investment in environment and safety, faithfully taking on our social 

responsibilities.

Dear respected stakeholders,

For more than half a century, we challenged the status quo and led innovations in the 

logistics industry, fulfilled our responsibilities as an industry leader, and contributed to 

the growth of the national economy. In 2020, we will rise as a respectful, reliable, and 

sustainable company for stakeholders, customers and the public. We thank you for your 

unwavering support and sincerely wish you good luck and happiness.

Thank you.

CEO Message

CEO Message

Dear Respected Stakeholders,

In 2020, the global economic uncertainty continues due to prolonged trade disputes, slow 

economic growth rates, and weak investor confidence. What is worse is that the recent spread 

of COVID-19 sent shockwaves across the global economy including the US, China and Europe, 

lowering productivity and creating uncertainty in the financial market. Dark clouds loom over the 

global economy in 2020. Global credit agencies including JP Morgan significantly lowered this 

year's growth outlook both for Korea and the world. No one can’t tell what may happen next.

Still, even in these trying times, SEBANG will continue to spearhead innovations and changes. 

Pursuing three key strategies - establishing a stable business structure, finding new growth 

engines, and practicing systematic management, we will lay a solid foundation for sustainability.

First, we will establish a stable business structure.

Last year, we reorganized our domestic and overseas businesses to build a stable business 

structure. Thanks to such effort, Changwon, Incheon and Ulsan branches which had reported 

loss successfully returned to profit. Moreover, Gwangyang branch reported the best business 

performance after internal restructuring. We are planning additional restructuring this year to 

further improve financial performance. Also, we reshuffled the top management of the Vietnam 

office. It will allow us to maintain a stable business structure not just in Korea but also overseas.
July 2020

CEO  Jong Il Choi 
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Environment 
Green Logistics 
Company 
Certification

Certification

SEBANG Sustainability Highlights
2017~2019
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Safety and 

HealthSafety and 
Health System 

All business sites certified
At SEBANG, we are committed to establishing a 

foundation for occupational safety, which is workers’ basic 

right. Out of 12 operations, 11 acquired the KOSHA 18001 

certification (occupational safety and health management 

system standards), a predecessor of KOSHA-MS. In May, 

2020, Donghae branch won the KOSHA-MS certification, 

paving the way to ensure safe and healthy working 

environments across all business sites.

Customer 

ServiceAEO Authorization 

Bonded transportation, 
bonded area operator, and stevedoring

AA Rating 

First in the industry to be rated AA 
in three segments

First in the industry to obtain AEO AA-grade 

certification

In December, 2013, SEBANG obtained the AEO status 

in three areas at once - bonded transportation, bonded 

area operator, and loading operator. When including the 

cargo forwarding business of SEBANG Express, a group 

affiliate, we are authorized as AEO in four areas. We have 

been committed to ensuring compliance with bonded 

transportation-related laws and regulations and improving 

safety awareness to provide better services to customers.

In April, 2019, the company was rated AA in three areas 

at the same time, which was the first in the industry. 

In particular, SEBANG is the only loading operator in 

the industry with the AA rating. The AA rating indicates 

that the company significantly stands out in terms of 

compliance with customs and other relevant laws and 

safety management. It also allows us to ensure reliability 

to new customers while continuously providing the best 

service to the existing partners.

In 2017, SEBANG was recognized for its eco-friendly 

logistics activities and designated as Green Logistics 

Company on the occasion of the 25th Logistics Day. 

Green Logistics Company is a certification awarded by 

the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport to 

companies that significantly reduced energy consumption 

and greenhouse gas emissions in order to promote green 

logistics activities. SEBANG adopted modal shifts, a mobile 

franchise transport system, and LED lights. We also 

organized a task force team dedicated to green logistics 

while developing plans for lowering greenhouse gas 

emissions and closely monitoring energy consumption. 

We will continue to lead green logistics efforts such as a 

greenhouse gas reduction program.

Logistics 

Infrastructure 45,150㎡
Construction of logistics infrastructure

Area

Capital Area 
Logistics Center 
#3

23,670㎡

Uam CY CFS Tent 
Structure

3,566㎡ 

Warehouse at 
Gwangyang Hapo 
General Pier

7,518㎡

Hannoi, Hung Yên 
Logistics Centers
SEBANG VINA

10,396㎡ 

Total 45,150㎡

Construction of Ansung Logistics Complex 
targeting the Metropolitan Area

In 2019, in addition to the existing Ansung Logistics Center 

#1 and #2, a new building was constructed for increased 

capacity. Ansung Logistics #3 has a land area of 21,050㎡ 

and a gross floor area of 23,670㎡. If an 7,600㎡ extension 

is added later, it will become a masssive logistics complex 

occupying 31,270㎡. Currently, the 11,041 ㎡ basement 

floor is used as a logistics center for refrigerated products. 

The first floor, covering 10,227㎡, functions as a room-

temperature logistics center. The new logistics center not 

only expands our logistics infrastructure but also plays a 

pivotal role as the logistics base for the new cold chain and 

e-commerce businesses. 

Construction of Hung Yên Logistics Center

In 2017, SEBANG VINA Vietnam constructed a logistics 

center occupying 9,920㎡ in Hung Yên, conveniently 

located between Hanoi and Hai Phong Port. The port 

is the largest in Northern Vietnam and its throughput 

is the second largest in the country. The new logistics 

center is now in operation. A 10,000㎡ extension is being 

reviewed for 2021. Leveraging the knowhow acquired 

from the operation, SEBANG signed an MOU with SNP, 

a Vietnamese state-owned business, to enter a localized 

cold chain business as part of the effort to diversify the 

local business portfolio.
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Our 
Company

Ethical management Talent development Concentration on a select few Social responsibility 

Create value and 

enrich lives with 

customers

Train and develop 

talent

Be forward-looking 

and maintain a global 

perspective

Recognize and 

reward creativity and 

hardworking

Customer Employees Enterprising Sincerity

Management 
principles

Management 
philosophy

● Management principles ● Per capita sales                                                   ● Shareholders                                                 (Separate financial statements, 

Unit: person, KRW 100 mil) (as of the end of 2019, unit: %)

Business Areas Main services Share (%)

Transportation Trucking transport

Domestic transportation of container and bulk 
cargo

57.8%

Railway transport

Non-scheduled cargo transportation

Freight forwarding

Waste collection and transportation

Stevedoring Harbor loading and unloading

Loading and unloading import and export cargo 30.6%

Pier operation

Storage Cargo storage Control and storage of containers and their cargo 7.8%

Other services Real estate sales and leasing

Real estate leasing, multimodal freight forwarding 

- heavy cargo work, oil sales, power generation 

and sales

3.8%

Car and heavy equipment maintenance

Construction equipment rental

Operation of gas and charging stations

Maintenance of ports and general facilities

Businesses related to ports, ships and marine 
transportation

Photovoltaic electricity generation

Total 100.0%

● Sales by business 

As a leader in stevedoring, SEBANG has contributed to the development of 

the import and export logistics business based on its unique technology and 

knowhow. As a leading integrated logistics service provider, we have piers 

dedicated to bulk and heavy cargo and container terminals at 12 ports across 

Korea. 

SEBANG Group, the parent company, has an extensive logistics network consisting of 23 

affiliates operating in a wide range of industries - SEBANG Global Battery, No. 1 supplier of 

lead-acid battery, SEBANG Express, SEBANG Busan New Port Logistics, Busan New Port 

Container Depot, and SEBANG Gwangyang International Logistics - as well as joint ventures 

such as Dongseok Logistics and Gunjang New Port.

Business Overview

2017 2018 2019

Employees
(Excluding contract workers, 
outside directors/advisors)

715 661 675

Sales 5,708 5,630 5,708

Per capita sales 8.0 8.5 8.5

Shareholder Share

ENS Global and 10 persons 44.6

Korea Investment Value Asset 
Management 

13.3

Korea Investment Value Asset 
Management

7.2

Shinhan Bank 3.4

Shinyoung Asset Management 2.7

Others 28.8

Total 100.0

● 2019 Performance

Sales Operating profit Net profit

723,284 16,143 5,494

(unit: KRW million)

Date of establishment September 13, 1965 Headquarters
433 Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 

(Yeoksan-dong, SEBANG building)

CEO Joing Il Choi Main business site
127, Uam-ro, Nam-gu, Busan 

(Gamman-dong)

Capital stock KRW 11.5 billion Sales KRW 723.3 billion

Number of employees 729 Affiliates 23 affiliates including SEBANG Battery

● Overview
(as of the end of 2019)

(as of the end of 2019)
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Our 
Company

● History ● Organizational Chart

Fast, accurate, safe, convenient, professional and efficient, SEBANG’s 

comprehensive logistic services make the world smaller.

SEBANG runs three head offices, four regional head offices and eight local branches 

while responding to the fast-changing corporate and business environments with 

flexibility.

1965   Founded GLOBAL ENTERPRISES, LTD. 

Registered as a business for the issuance of 

affirmation documents

1966   Special automobile transport business, licensed 

for stevedoring and transport business at Busan 

Port 

1968  Established Yeosu branch

1969  Licensed for maritime freight forwarding

1973  Established Ulsan branch 

1974  Established Pohang branch

1976  Established Incheon branch

1977  Went public and listed on stock exchange 

1978  Established Seoul branch

1979  Established Masan branch

1981   Licensed for rental of construction equipment 

- forklift and crane

1984   Established Samcheonpo branch and Gyeongin 

branch

1985  Established Donghae branch

1986  Established Gwangyang branch

1989   Established Jeonju branch and Gamman-dong 

CFS (Busan Uam CY)

1991   Registered as national trucking transport 

business 

1993   Completed the construction of the headquarters 

building in Seoul

1994   Licensed for multimodal freight forwarding 

business, automobile transport brokerage 

business, and integrated construction business

1996  Established Gunsan branch and Mokpo branch

1999  Established Dangjin branch

2000   Entered into contract for the exclusive usage 

right to 1x Gamman Pier Container Terminal at 

Busan Port, and acquired loading and peripheral 

equipment

2002   Acquired berth operation rights to Gunsan Port 

Pier 5, #57 and # 58 and started LME (London 

Metal Exchange) business at Gwangyang Port 

and Busan Port

2004   Invested in Gunsan Container Terminal 

Operations, Ltd.

2005   Changed the company name from GLOBAL 

ENTERPRISES, LTD to SEBANG CO., LTD

2006  Certified as integrated logistics company

2007   Acquired the berth operation right to Pyeongtaek 

Dangjin Port (# 3 and 4#)

   Established new affiliates - SEBANG Busan 

New Port Logistics Col, Ltd. And SEBANG 

Gwangyang International Logistics Co., Ltd.

2008   Opened the Capital Area Logistics Center and 

established affiliate Mokpo Daebul Pier 

Operation Co., Ltd.

2009  Opened a multipurpose pier at Busan New Port

2010   Established a new affiliate - SEBANG Busan 

New Port Container Depot Co., Ltd. And 

designated as an operator of Gusan Pier 7

2011   Expanded the Capital Area Logistics Center in 

Ansung and opened the general merchandise 

piers (berth # 79 and # 79-1) at Gunjang Port

2013   Opened SEBANG Pier at Gwangyang Port and 

Ulsan New Port Pier/Logistics Center

  Authorized as AEO

2015  Established SEBANG VINA in Vietnam

2016   Started the SCBD Tank container cleaning 

business and oil sales (Gwangju SEBANG Maeil 

Gas Station) 

   Completed the construction of SEBANG VINA 

Logistics Center

2017  Certified as Green Logistics Company

2018   Became a berth operator (#65) at Daebul Pier of 

Mokpo Port and completed the photovoltaic 

power station at Busan New Port Logistics 

Center

2019  Rated as AEO-AA

   Opened the Capital Area Logistics Center #3 

(cold chain) in Ansung 

  Acquired Sungjin Trading

Strategic Planning 
Head Office

Management 
Head Office

Sales 
Head Office

Gunsan

Gyeongin

Incheon

Mokpo

Ulsan

BusanGwangyang

Changwon

Donghae Pohang

Dangjin Samcheonpo

CEO

Business Overview

Strategic Planning Head Office
Sales Head Office
Management Head Office

HQ (supervision 
and coordination)

Rental and transportation 433 Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul (Yeoksam-dong)

Busan Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

127, Uam-ro, Nam-gu, Busan (Gamman-dong)

Gyeongin Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

39, Changmal-ro, Uiwang-si, Gyeonggi-do

Incheon Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

227, Seohae-daero, Jung-gu, Incheon (Hangdong 7-ga)

Gwangyang Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

45, Taein 4-gil, Gwangyang-si, Jeollanam-do (Taein-dong)

Gunsan Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

4th floor, 169, Sandannambuk-ro, Gunsan-si, Jeollabuk-do 

(Osikdo-dong) (Car R&D Center)

Pohang Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

508, Naengcheon-ro, Ocheon-eup, Nam-gu, Pohang-si, 
Gyeongsangbuk-do

Changwon Branch
Stevedoring transport, 
storage and heavy cargo

508, Naengcheon-ro, Ocheon-eup, Nam-gu, Pohang-si, 
Gyeongsangbuk-do

Ulsan Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

311-116 Sanam-ro, Onsan-eup, Ulju-gun, Ulsan

Mokpo Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

2nd foor, 629, Daebul-ro, Samho-eup, Yeongam-gun, 
Jeollanam-do (SEBANG)

Donghae Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

210, Daedong-ro, Donghae-si, Gangwon-do 
(Songjeong-dong)

Samcheonpo Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

1, Hai-ro, Hai-myeon, Goseong-gun, Gyeongsangnam-do 
(inside Sancheonpo Power Division site)

Dangjin Branch
Stevedoring, transport, 
and storage

30, Gyoro-gil, Seongmun-myeon, Dangjin-si, 
Chungcheongnam-do 
(inside Dangjin Coal-Fired Thermal Power Plant)

Organization AddressBusiness
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We provide safe and fast inland, railway and maritime transport services for import and export 

containers and any types of bulk cargo including raw materials, intermediate goods and finished 

goods.

1 Transportation

With 240 tractors and 800 container trailers as well as a nationwide network of local branches in Busan, 

Gwangyang, Gyeongin, Gunsan, Incheon, Ulsan, and Pohang, our monthly container handling reaches 

59,000 TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit, a unit of container capacity). To ensure fast, accurate, and 

safe cargo transportation from major terminals to the final destination, different modes of transport such 

as railway and road are utilized.

Container Transport

Since the 1960s, SEBANG has led the stevedoring industry based on its unique technology and 

knowhow. State-of-the-art technology and systems are used to move different types of cargo 

including but not limited to export containers, general cargo and ultra-large cargo.

2 Stevedoring

With state-of-the-art equipment, high-quality talent, and efficient equipment operation, we operate 

nine branches at major ports in Korea including Busan Port and Gwangyang port, providing the best 

service to customers whenever and wherever needed. We continuously develop new stevedoring 

technologies and upgrade equipment to safely handle more than 30 million tons of bulk cargo, unitized 

cargo and ultra-heavy cargo.

Bulk cargo loading

Port Pier Yard(m²) Cargo

Busan Port BNMT 90,000 Steel, equipment and tools, etc.

Gwangyang Port 
SEBANG's exclusive Hapo General 
Pier, Product Pier

420,000 Coil, steel plates, wire rod, general merchandise, etc.

Pohang Port Pier #7 28,754 Coil, steel plates, ore, nonferrous metals, etc.

Ulsan Port
Pier #6, #7, #8 15,442 

Resin, ore, fertilizer, equipment and tools, general 
merchandise, etc.

New Port Pier 98,064 Petrochemicals, general merchandise, etc.

Masan Port Pier # 4 133,600 Equipment and tools, heavy cargo, etc.

Gunsan Port
GCT Pier # 3, 5, 7, Gunjang New 
Port

294,433 Feed ingredients, timber products, pulp, talc, paper rolls, etc.

Donghae Port Limestone Pier 300,000 Limestone

Pyeongtaek Port PDCT 311,300 Feed ingredients, timber products, general merchandise, etc.

Mokpo Port Daebul (#64 and 65) Pier, New Port 81,030 General merchandise, steel, etc.

Our 
Business

Started as a stevedoring company in 1965, SEBANG continues to grow leveraging 

the 54-year experience in logistics and 13 port bases and 6 inland logistics 

facilities. In addition to the traditional services such as transportation, discharging, 

and storage, the company has expanded its business portfolio with cold chain, 

e-commerce, and overseas logistics in Vietnam to evolve into an integrated 

logistics solution provider.

Business Overview

Bulk and domestic 

cargo transportation

Bulk cargo transportation is about transporting basic materials, intermediate or finished goods in large 

quantities. It plays a critical role in the national industrial development and logistics. Thanks to business 

sites located at main ports and across the country as well as extensive expertise, we can move any type 

of bulk cargo to its final destination as requested by the customer. We also provide the last mile delivery 

service so that finished products manufactured by our customer can be delivered to the distributor or 

the end customer. With a fleet of bulk cargo trucks, all kinds of bulk cargo and domestic cargo can be 

handled ranging from feed ingredients, steel products, pulp to advanced materials.
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SEBANG specializes in the transportation and installation of super heavy lift items used for power 

plants, petrochemical plants, shipbuilding and large structures. We have extensive expertise, 

experienced engineers, and latest equipment, leading the way from land and maritime transport 

to installation of heavy lift items.

4 Heavy Cargo

SEBANG operates a large fleet of modular transporters (192 axles in total) for transporting massive 

objects and a 17,000-ton barge, one of the largest in Korea, to provide multimodal transportation of 

super large and super heavy cargoes along all the stages of the route by combining inland transport to 

domestic and international sea freight transport.

Land and Maritime 

Transport 

The climbing jack system developed by UK-based KRAMO allows us to safely lift and install a heavy 

object of up to 7,200 ton with high accuracy.

Installation

Business Overview

Our proprietary IT system for easy integration and management updates the logistics information in real 

time and reinforces the security of customer data, realizing smart and secure logistics.

Integrated Logistics 

Service

Tapping into the extensive logistics experience, solid infrastructure, operational knowhow, and 

logistics streamlining, we offer customized 3PL (third party logistics) services in the logistics 

process innovation, system improvement and cost reduction. We support the entire logistics 

process of import and export, domestic transportation, storage, inventory management, shipping, 

packaging, processing, logistics information system, and logistics consulting so that customers 

can grow its competitiveness by focusing on the core business and saving logistics cost.

5 Third Party 
Logistics

Plant

Product 
warehouse

Domestic 
sales

Export

Land transport

Delivery/return
Customs 
clearance

Packaging/
processing

Unloading

Logistics center
Maritime/air 

transport

Delivery

Pickup

Domestic 
procurement Import

Transport Land transport

Customs 
clearance

Unloading

Maritime/air transport

Materials 
warehouse

Our storage business is strategically planned to serve as a logistics cluster in coordination with 

stevedoring and transportation. Large-scale container yards (CYs), container freight stations 

(CFSs), logistics centers, and fulfillment centers facilitate the transshipment, pickup, and 

transportation and delivery of import and export cargo, empowering us to provide customized 

and integrated services to customers.

3 Storage

With the three Capital Area Logistics Centers located in Ansung, Gyeonggi-do, we run logistics facilities 

covering 48,354㎡ in total and recently expanded to third party logistics, such as warehousing, receiving and 

releasing room-temperature and refrigerated products. The Capital Area Logistics Center # 3 was constructed 

in early 2019, enabling us to break into the cold chain business with a 12,879㎡ refrigerated warehouse.

Logistics Center

With annual handling capacity exceeding 728,000 TEU, SEBANG has container yards (CYs) in 16 major 

ports and inland logistics points. Conveniently located in geographically strategic points, our CYs are 

managed and operated by experienced, knowledgeable workers. We strive to provide containers in the 

best condition so that customers’ freight can be transported safely and on time.

CY 

(Container Yard)

SEBANG stores and manages approximately 200,000 tons of non-ferrous metal in LME-designated 

warehouses in Yongdang, Gamcheon, and Busan New Port as well as the largest LME warehouse in 

Asia in Gwangyang. The company went into strategic partnership with global traders to support the 

stable operation of LME-designated warehouses. We are expanding business leveraging the facilities 

and infrastructure in Busan and Gwangyang.

LME 

(London Metal Exchange)

A Container Freight Station (CFS) is a facility that freight such as import and export containers and 

bulk cargo is safely stored. With long and invaluable experience and expertise in the industry, we offer 

top-notch services for highest-level customer satisfaction. The Uiwang CFS located in Gyeongin ICD, 

connected to railway transport, handles the customs clearance process and is responsible for the 

transportation and delivery of in-bond shipment. Busan Uam CFS and Yongdang CFS also provide the 

transshipment, pickup and transportation of import and export freight at Busan Port.

CFS 

(Container Freight Station)

Capital Area Logistics Center # 1 in Ansung

Location : 325, Yangseong-ro, Yangseong-myeon, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do

Gross floor area : 20,015㎡

Capital Area Logistics Center # 3 in Ansung 

Location : 22, Ihyeon-ri, Yangseong-myeon, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do

Gross floor area : 23,670㎡

Name Address CY(m²) CFS(m²) Throughput(TEU)

Busan Uam CY/CFS Ganman-dong, Nam-gu, Busan 69,849m² 9,813m² 42,212

SEBANG Busan New Port Logistics Seongbuk-dong, Gangseo-gu, Busan 49,680m² 20,800m² 55,451

Seongbuk-dong, Gangseo-gu, Busan Gamcheonhang-ro, Saha-gu, Busan 21,208m² 11,898m² 18,697

Yongdang CY/CFS Yongdang-dong, Nam-gu, Busan 26,755m² 7,823m² 22,736

Busan New Port Empty Container Shed Ganman-dong, Nam-gu, Busan 33,058m² - 61

Busan Railroad CY Choryang 3-dong, Dong-gu, Busan 17,181m² - 53,705

Jungbu ICD Choryang 3-dong, Dong-gu, Busan 4,360m² - 13,219

Uiwang ICD Choryang 3-dong, Dong-gu, Busan 46,066m² 11,998m² 136,615

Gwangju Railroad Depot Hanam-dong, Gwangsan-gu, Gwangju 7,443m² - 41,546

Hanam-dong, Gwangsan-gu, 
Gwangju

Dongsan-dong, Deokjin-gu, Jeonju-si, 
Jeollabuk-do

4,794m² - 26,073

Gunsan Port CY Soryong-dong, Gunsan-si, Jeollabuk-do 14,830m² - 10,000

Ulsan Depot Yongyeong-dong, Nam-gu, Ulsan 7,144m² - 3,235

Incheon SEBANG Bonded Warehouse 
(CFS)

Seohae-daero, Jung-gu, Incheon - 16,529m² 2,340

● CYs and CFS

Our 
Business
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Business Overview

SEBANG VINA’s overseas combined logistics solution 

KOTRA Exporters apply for the KOTRA program KOTRA connects SEBANG VINA and exporters

Korean exporters Companies looking to enter Hanoi Companies looking for a logistics partner

SEBANG VINA Logistics and consulting Troubleshooting

International logistics and integrated management that boots competitiveness

We developed the best logistics solution to ensure successful entry into the Vietnamese market.

Using the local logistics center including a bonded ware house (3,167㎡) and a temperature controlled 

facility (298㎡), we support customers with flawless and smooth international combined logistics 

service including transport, IT support, forwarding and 4PL consulting. SEBANG VINA was established 

in January, 2015 based on SEBANG’s logistics knowhow and investment. In November, 2016, an all-

weather logistics base was built in Pho Noi Industrial Park B, located in Hung Yên Province, in order to 

cater to the growing market of Vietnam and its neighboring region in Southeast Asia.

8 SEBANG 
     VINA

• With the headquarters in Hanoi, forwarding services available at Ho Chi Minh branch and Haipong office.

• Perform 3PL services using the KOTRA-designated first party logistics center at Hung Yên office.

• Handle sea containers, LCL, air cargo, bulk cargo, and project cargo.

• Provide customized services using the global network of 100 logistics bases.

•    Offer seamless customs brokerage service based on the experience in dealing with import licensing and 

customs clearance of about 2,000 products.

Hanoi Logistics 
Center, Vietnam

SEBANG finished the construction of a state-of-the-art cold chain facility and the dedicated 

storage yards for fresh produce and secured trucks with cooling systems in order to provide the 

best cold chain service available in the market. The 23,669-㎡ cold chain facility is equipped 

with the most advanced management system and the efficient logistics process from pickup to 

receiving and releasing.

6 Cold Chain

Since 2017, we have handled over 2 million e-commerce orders annually. Our fulfillment centers 

are strategically located at major ports and inland logistics points including the Capital Area 

Logistics Center #1 and #3 in Ansung, Incheon Namdong Center, and Busan SBNL Center. 

While we provide the entire distribution services such as receiving, picking/packing, and delivery, 

a dedicated fulfillment IT system enables the efficient management of products. Also, the 

existing logistics infrastructure is fully utilized to seamlessly connect container transport and CY/

CFS work and offer an uninterrupted logistics service.

7 E-commerce

◎ Temperature ranges

0

17 to 22℃

Under -35℃

Frozen meat, frozen 
food, ice cream, etc.

Frozen meat, frozen 
fish, etc.

-18℃

Dairy products, fruits 
and vegetables, grains, 

medicines, etc.

-2 to 5℃

Air conditioningDeep freeze Frozen Chill

•�Exporters apply for the 

KOTRA program

•�KOTRA connects SEBANG 

VINA and exporters

•    Provide logistics and 

consulting

• Troubleshooting

Korean exporters SEBANG VINA

KOTRA

SEBANG 

VINA’s overseas 

combined 

logistics solution

General 
contract 100% paid by cargo owner

KOTRA Overseas 
Logistics Network 50%

paid by cargo owner
(Paid by KOTRA 
(the Korean Government))

•    Companies looking to 

enter Hanoi

•    Companies looking 

for a logistics partner

Our 
Business

International Combined Logistics Service

Operation of logistics 
centers

Storage (general/bonded cargo)
Receiving and releasing/loading and 
unloading

Inventory management, distribution/
packaging

Transportation Transportation and delivery in Vietnam
Import and export transportation - 
CNTR and LCL

Bonded cargo transport

IT Support
Real-time logistics data search 
(WMS/OMS)

Customs clearance system (E-CUS) Financial Management System (FMS)

Forwarding International logistics (maritime/air) Customs clearance and inspection
Import and export - document 
preparation and management

4PL Consulting 
Professional logistics consulting - 
logistics consulting

A complete range of outsourcing 
services

About Cold Chain A cold chain refers to a temperature-controlled supply chain. The business is highly scalable as it 

deals with an uninterrupted series of production, processing, storage, transportation and distribution 

of temperature-sensitive, perishable products. At SEBANG’s refrigerated facility, now in operation, 

products are kept in the temperature ranges as shown below.

As opposed to warehouses which keep products at room temperature, cold chain facilities require 

high-tech machines for precise temperature control. They are vital in the storage of pharmaceuticals 

and electronic appliances as well as agricultural produce and fresh foods. Also, the facility’s design and 

necessary equipment may vary depending on the product to be warehoused.

We also have a large number of reefers (refrigerated vehicles) whose temperature is controlled 

wirelessly, and plan to continuously expand the facilities and equipment over time.

Designated as Joint Logistics Center in Hanoi by KOTRA (KOTRA’s overseas logistics network 

program) in October, 2019
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Overseas 
Network

Business Overview

SEBANG built a robust nationwide network of 12 port bases, inland hubs and 

logistics centers in strategic locations to provide comprehensive logistics services 

in Korea.

Founded in 2015 based on SEBANG Group’s logistics, group affiliate SEBANG 

VINA runs a logistics center in the northern part of Hung Yên. It also operates joint 

venture PACTRA-SEBANG VINA.

Port Pier Port Pier

Busan BNMT Mokpo Daebul (#64 and 65) Pier, New Port

Ulsan New Port Pier, Pier #6, #7, #8 Masan Pier # 4

Incheon INTC (North Port) Gunsan GCT Pier # 3, 5, 7, Gunjang New Port

Pyeongtaek PDCT, PTOC Donghae Limestone Pier

Gwangyang
SEBANG's exclusive Hapo General Pier, 
Product Pier

Samcheonpo Bituminous coal pier

Yeosu Jungheung Pier, Jungheung CY Dangjin Bituminous coal pier

Pohang Pier #7 Number of ports with a stevedoring license : 13

● SEBANG’s nation-wide network

Inland 

bases

Gwangyang Port Railway 

Container Yard, 

Uiwang ICD, Yangsan ICD, 

Gumi Depot, Jeonju CY, 

Jungbu, ICD, Busanjin CY, 

Uam CY, Jeonju Railroad Depot, 

Yongdang CY, 

Gwangju Railroad Depot

Logistics 

Center 

Floor Area

1,135,403㎡

GANGWON

Port base

Logistics center

Inland point

HANOIHANOI

HAIPHONGHAIPHONG

DANANG

VINH

NHATRANGNHATRANG

DALAT

QUINHONQUINHON

CANTHOCANTHO
VUNGTAUVUNGTAU

HOCHIMINHHOCHIMINH

CAMBODIA

THAILAND

LAOS

Haipong Office

HQ

Office

Hung Yên 
Logistics Center

Hanoi HQ

North

South

● Business sites in Vietnam 

Yeosu Port

Pohang Pier #7

Domestic 
Network

Incheon INTCIncheon INTC

Uiwang 
ICD

Uiwang 
ICD

Uiwang 
Logistics Center

Uiwang 
Logistics Center

Dangjin 
KEPCO Pier

Dangjin 
KEPCO Pier

Pyeongtaek 
PDCT, PTOC
Pyeongtaek 
PDCT, PTOC

Ansung (Capital 
Area Logistics 
Center)

Ansung (Capital 
Area Logistics 
Center)

Jungbu ICDJungbu ICD

Gunsan Pier # 3, 
#5, #7

Gunsan Pier # 3, 
#5, #7

Jeonju Railroad 
Depot

Jeonju Railroad 
Depot

Gwangyang 
Logistics Center

Gwangyang 
Logistics Center

Gwangju 
Logistics Center

Gwangju 
Logistics Center

Gwangju Railroad 
Depot

Gwangju Railroad 
Depot

Gwangyang 
Port

Gwangyang 
Port

Yeosu Port

Yangsan ICDYangsan ICD

Busan New Port 
Multi-purpose Pier
Busan New Port 

Multi-purpose Pier

Samcheonpo 
KEPCO Pier

Samcheonpo 
KEPCO Pier

SEBANG VINA

PACTRA-SEBANG VINA

Haipong Office

Hung Yên 
Logistics Center

Hanoi HQ

HQ

Office

HQHQ

Business

Hanoi Head Office Business administration and forwarding

Hung Yên Branch Office 
Warehouse operation, customs clearance, 
transportation, and logistics consulting

Ho Chin MInh Branch Office 
Forwarding, storage, customs clearance, 
transportation, and logistics consulting

Haipong Office Customs clearance and transportation

Company Location

SEBANG VINA Hanoi

PACTRA_SEBANG 
VINA

Ho Chin Minh

● Logistics Services● Local operations

●    Logistics Centers/Rail 
Bases

Logistics 

Centers

Ansung Logistics Center, 

Hwanggeum Logistics Center,

Uiwang Logistics Warehouse, 

Pohang Mondeok Warehouse, 

Donghae Logistics Warehouse, 

Gwangju Logistics Center, 

Ulsan Logistics Warehouse, 

Masan Logistics Warehouse, 

Gunsan Logistics Warehouse, 

Busan New Port Logistics

Donghae Limestone 
Pier

Donghae Limestone 
Pier

Gumi DepotGumi Depot

Mokpo GwangjuMokpo Gwangju

Masan 
Pier #4
Masan 
Pier #4

Pohang Pier #7

Ulsan Pier #6, #7, 
New Port Pier

Ulsan Pier #6, #7, 
New Port Pier
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New Growth Engine

SEBANG pushes the traditional boundaries of logistics such as storage, 

unloading and operation to e-commerce. After breaking into fulfillment in 

2017, we handled a wide range of products for 35 online sellers in 2019. We 

are also taking care of over 100,000 B2C packing and bulk packaging orders 

per month. We are planning to develop a new fulfillment center dedicated 

to e-commerce along with an e-commerce platform in order to provide 

competitive and distinguished services and drive value for customers.

E-commerce

● Difference between traditional warehouses and fulfillment centers

Warehouse Fulfillment Center

Objective Flow maximization Maximum service satisfaction

Receiving unit Pallet Box 

Releasing unit Box Piece

Target Distributors and dealers Individual consumers

Characteristics Largely planned Uncertain

Main equipment Conveyor belts and sorting machines Automation (WCS)

Key service activities

· All logistics services required for e-commerce (B2C and home shopping)

·    All e-commerce logistics steps from receiving and loading/unloading, product storage, inventory management, packing materials 

management, invoice management, picking/packing, shipping to exchanges/returns

· Complimentary proprietary logistics system (WMS)

· Consulting for the improvement of logistics process

● Why temperature control matters in cold chain?

20%

Products damaged during 

cold chain transportation

Average 4 to 15days

Time taken from the manufacturing 

facility to the customer 

Average

In the cold chain logistics process, temperature control is critical for temperature sensitive 

products such as ice cream, frozen/fresh meat, dairy products and medicines. 

* IoT sensors-enabled temperature control allows us to minimize damage to products across 

the entire cold chain and shorten the logistics time.

● SEBANG’s e-commerce strategy

•�Always have inventory 
through direct buying

•�Quickly fill and ship 
order to customers

•�Provided total logistics 
solutions for over 50 years

•�Strong brand power as a 
publicly listed company

•�Create customer value 
based on trust

•�Can offer products 
at a lower price than 
the market rate

•�3PL services available 
for e-commerce

Logistics
Infrastructure

Brand 
Credibility

Competitive
Price

Quick Delivery 
Service

What is fulfillment? 
A fulfillment service is a complete set of IT systems, logistics technology and 

knowhow that help get online orders and ship products. Recent technological 

development has transformed e-commerce logistics facilities into fulfillment 

centers for maximum customer satisfaction. Automation, standardization and 

ability to support various platforms drives the fulfillment industry as well.

Cold Chain After a successful pilot operation of the refrigerated facility in Pyeongtaek in 

January 2018, we began the construction of a logistics complex supporting 

both room temperature and low-temperature storage, entering the cold 

chain business. Currently, we serve companies dealing with perishable foods 

and beverages requiring temperature control. We also offer customized 

services to meet changing needs of customers.

Capital Area Logistics Center # 3

Constructed in January 2019, Capital Area Logistics Center # 3 is a combined cold 

chain logistics facility. With the 23,802-㎡ building housing both room temperature 

and low-temperature storage, we formed a cold chain network linked to our 

transport business, especially, procurement, transportation and delivery and 

container transport.

Refrigerated Warehouse Monitoring 
System

Receiving and releasing Refrigerated Warehouse Monitoring System

The refrigerated warehouse monitoring system visualizes the temperatures of 12 

refrigerated cells, the receiving and releasing status and the inventory loading rate 

on a dashboard. The data is shared with cargo owners in real time to ensure the 

safety and freshness of the food in storage.
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New Growth Engine

Renewable 
Energy 

Aspiring to become a green logistics company, SEBANG actively engages 

in national projects to reduce Co
2
 emissions. For example, with a focus on 

renewable energy, we build and add capacity to photovoltaic (PV) systems, 

and construct low-carbon port infrastructure (green port). Leveraging the 

experience in running a construction business, we built the first PV facility (3 

MWh, lease) at Gwangyang Port in 2017. In the following year, we opened 

another PV installation (1 MWh) and an Energy Storage System (ESS) at 

Busan New Port Logistics Center and four more with a capacity of 4.5 MWh 

at Gwangyang Port (PV power station).

● 2020 Photovoltaic generation business

Capacity

PV ESS

SBNL PV Station 1.0[MWp] 3.0[MW]

SOLVIC #2 (Gwangyang Hinterland) 0.7[MWp] 1.9[MW]

SOLVIC #1 (Gwangyang Lotte) 2.0[MWp] 5.8[MW]

SOLVIC #3 (Busan Dongbang) 1.5[MWp] 4.6[MW]

SOLVIC #4 (Ulsan New Port) 0.7[MWp] -

SOLVIC #5 (Gwangyang LME) 0.4[MWp] -　

Heads of delegations at the 2015 Paris Climate Change Conference 

Photovoltaic Power Station

In 2020, plans are already underway to install additional PV systems at our 

warehouses in Gwangyang and Ulsan as well as storage of other companies in 

Busan. SEBANG will strive to diversify the renewable energy business portfolio.

New Global Energy Paradigm Requires Voluntary Environmental 

Protection for the Future

On December 12 2015, 195 countries agreed to join the global effort to reduce 

greenhouse gas and carbon emissions by adopting the Paris Climate Agreement. 

Meanwhile, the Korean government announced the Renewable Energy 3020 Action 

Plan which lines up with the nuclear phase out program and the clean energy 

policy. The main goal of the agreement that was unanimously adopted by the 

195 nations was to hold global average temperature increase to well below 2℃ 

above preindustrial levels and limit the increase to 1.5℃. To be part of this global 

and national effort, SEBANG promotes green logistics for cutting greenhouse gas 

emissions and introduced rooftop PV systems at its logistics centers across Korea. 

Construction of Solar Power Station in Gwangyang Port was completed in 2019 (SOLVIC #2)

● Photovoltaic generation

annual 
generation

2018

469
MWh

2020(estimate)

4,100
MWh

2019

1,340
MWh

Tree-planting effect of 
renewable energy

1
4
,9

2
7

5
7
,5

7
6

1
8
8
,0

6
8

2018 20202019

* Note: Cumulative number of trees per 

year, 31.82 trees/MW.

● Renewable Energy 3020 Action Plan: key points

*The idea is to produce 20% of the nation's energy from renewable sources by 2030.

◎ Renewable energy’s share in energy mix ◎ Installed renewable energy capacity

7.0%

10.5%

20%

13.3GW

27.5GW

63.8GW

2016 20302022 2016 20302022

Temperature Financing Specialization Emissions Goals Burden sharing Review mechanism Climate-related losses 

Keep warming well 
below 2 degrees 
Celsius. 
Continue efforts to 
limit the rise in 
temperatures to 
1.5 degrees Celsius.

Rich countries must 
provide 100 billion 
dollars from 2020 
as a floor. 
Amount to be 
updated by 2025.

Developed countries 
must continue to 
take the lead in 
the reduction of 
greenhouse gases. 
Then, developing 
nations are 
encouraged to 
enhance their 
efforts.

Aim for greenhouse 
gases emissions to 
peak as soon as 
possible. Rapid 
reductions from 
2050.

Developed countries 
must provide 
financial resources 
to help developing 
countries. Other 
countries are invited 
to provide support 
on a voluntary basis.

A review every five 
years. Each review 
will show 
an improvement 
compared with 
the previous period.

Vulnerable countries 
have won 
recognition 
of the need for 
averting, minimizing, 
and addressing 
losses suffered due 
to climate change.

● Paris Climate Agreement: Key points
※Approved by 195 countries
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Sustainable 
Structure

SEBANG’s sustainability strategies are formulated in line with its 

business strategy and the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

and implemented through our social outreach programs. The SDGs are a 

collection of goals designed to address social issues. Set by the UN and 

intended to be achieved by 2030, they call for concerted efforts from the 

government, civil society and individuals (companies). Against the backdrop, 

we developed three strategies that align our business strategies with the 

international initiatives - creation of shared value, responsible business 

execution, and sustained social contribution - to propel the sustainable 

development of both the business and humanity.

We carry out annual materiality assessment to identify and manage material 

issues. We also implement compliance and ethics programs for responsible 

business practices. Related efforts include fair trade practice, compliance, new 

business development and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

Responsible 
Business Execution

Creation of 
Shared Value

Focus SDGs

In order to address real issues faced by the socially disadvantaged, we closely work 

with SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation to develop CSR programs leveraging our 

businesses and strengths and find out the needs of beneficiaries. We also actively 

engage with society through local and global CSR programs. 

Sustained Social 
Contribution

Focus SDGs

Creation of shared value is about creating economic value while carrying out 

corporate social responsibility. Our photovoltaic business for increased use of 

renewable energy sources and cold chain for minimal food loss are part of such 

agenda.

Focus SDGs

● Sustainable management strategies

Business Philosophy We provide the best logistics services across the globe, contributing to national 

development and improving people's lives.

Creation of 

Shared Value

Responsible 

Business 

Execution

Sustained 

Social 

Contribution

Creation of Shared Value

Provide sustainable solutions that 

benefit both the business and 

society.

Responsible Business Execution

Operate the business with a focus 

on material issues and ethical 

management.

Sustained Social Contribution

Continuously perform CSR 

activities home and abroad.

Goal 7. 

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, 

sustainable and modern energy for all

Goal 8. 

Promote sustained, inclusive and 

sustainable economic growth, full and 

productive employment and decent 

work for all

Goal 1. 

End poverty in all its forms everywhere

Goal 9. 

Innovation and Infrastructure

Goal 12. 

Ensure sustainable consumption and 

production patterns

Goal 13. 

Take urgent action to combat climate 

change and its impacts

Goal 4. 

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality 

education and promote lifelong learning 

opportunities for all

Goal 10. 

Reduce income inequality within and 

among countries

Sustainable Structure

Sustainability Management Organization

SEBANG's sustainability management organization is organized around the 

Management Head Office to achieve organic collaboration across operations and 

business sites through regular communication with management. In addition, 

it partners with SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation to promote social outreach 

programs in Korea and overseas in pursuit of sustainable management and CSR.
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Stakeholder Engagement 

● Stakeholder communication channel

Stakeholder Interview

Stakeholder Interview

SEBANG realizes high customer satisfaction through its fast, accurate, and safe 

logistics services. The company is eager to adopt digital technologies to provide 

the best logistics solution to customers. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

is well incorporated into its corporate culture so that all employees demonstrate 

a good understanding of its value. For example, SEBANG opens a flea market 

at the end of the year whose proceeds go to the local community and charity 

groups. It is also committed to creating a safe working environment and reducing 

its carbon footprint. The economic landscape in Korea as well as the external 

conditions is changing rapidly. Consequently, businesses are required to go 

through a digital transformation: they need to come up with a digital business 

model for their products and services that bring joy and benefits to customers. I 

hope that SEBANG continue to meet the challenge and create an opportunity for 

future growth.

Customer

Korea South-East Power Co. 

Chae Young Park 

Digital Innovation

SEBANG can have a huge environmental impact as it burns a large amount of 

diesel during transportation as a logistics company. Accordingly, the company 

needs to put more emphasis on Co
2
 emissions control, which will allow it to 

reduce both its environmental impact and production cost. Additionally, because 

stevedoring, transportation, and heavy cargo installation often involves safety 

risks, a strong safety system needs to be put in place. To ensure SEBANG's CSR 

strategy and systems positively impact its subsidiaries and affiliates, sustainable 

management should be reinforced across the entire supply chain. I recommend 

SEBANG to establish a separate committee in charge of organizing and 

coordinating sustainable management.

Publicly available data on ethical management and green logistics activities is 

not sufficient. I hope that the first issue of a sustainability report encourage the 

company to actively communicate with various stakeholders.

Sustainable 
Management Expert

Sustainability Management 

Foundation 

Joo Won Park 

Head of CSR Center

SEBANG takes into account the characteristics of carriers when assigning transport 

orders from different cargo owners. Related IT systems are well interconnected 

so I’m happy work-wise. But more system interfacing and communication with 

companies dealing with port business is necessary to improve the quality of work 

experience. I also hope that SEBANG can address difficulties of carriers through 

more communication.

Due to COVID-19, we all, including SEBANG and suppliers, are going through a 

tough time. If we can grow and work together to meet the interest of both sides, it 

will create a great opportunity for the company to improve the corporate image.

Supplier

Hub Logistics 

Jin Seong Koo 

Transportation

SEBANG is the first in the logistics industry to be rated AEO-AA. All our business 

sites have KOSHA certification while the company itself won the Enterprise with 

the Best Labor Management Culture. We also participate in strategic charity 

programs through SEBANG Lee Ui Sun Foundation. As the government mapped 

out policies based on the Paris Agreement which takes effect in 2021, more 

aggressive monitoring and action is increasingly required to achieve greenhouse 

gas emission targets. To meet such challenges, SEBANG obtained a Green 

Logistics Company Certification and deployed an energy management system 

to cut greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, the future growth of our new 

PV business will contribute to the government plan to increase renewable 

energy's share in the energy mix while creating a stable source of income for 

the company. We will also identify and support suppliers with outstanding 

performance and upgrade the supplier safety management program, thereby 

building a sustainable partnership.

Employee

SEBANG Co., LTD. 

Geun Young Kim 

Head of G&A

Since 2013 when it became Gwangyang Port’s first operator of Hapo General 

Pier, all general cargo at the port has been processed by SEBANG. The company 

established an eco-friendly work process and recruited local talent, contributing to 

the stable operation of the region’s representative infrastructure. 

To enhance the reliability of Gwangyang Port, profits should be properly distributed 

among big and small companies in the region and a stable and efficient service 

network should be built. As Yeosu Gwangyang Port Authority runs a buying center 

and programs to promote SMEs in the region, I hope SEBANG also can work with 

local companies and create synergy. Also, the Authority is devoted to realizing a 

green port. I believe additional environmental protection activities and investment 

will help SEBANG become a respectable company in the region.

Local Community

Yeosu Gwangyang Port Authority 

In Hwan Gil 

Former Head of Operation

Sustainable Structure

Stakeholder Shareholders Employees Suppliers Customers Local community

Communi-
cation 
channel

Online •Website

•Social media (blogs)

•Media

•Groupware

•Cyber Reporting

•Email Newsletter

•Website

•Social media (blogs)

•Website

•Social media (blogs)

•Website

•Social media (blogs)

Offline •���General Meeting of 

   Shareholders

•IR presentation 

   (town-hall meeting)

•Response to 

   Company Visit

•Business Meetings/

   Working-level Committee/

   Management Workshop

•Labor-Management 

   Council Meeting

•Safety Council Meeting

•Co-growth and 

   Cooperation 

   Meeting /Contests

•Customer 

   satisfaction survey

•Activities with 

   regional organizations

•CSR programs
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Materiality 
Assessment

Risk 
Assessment

SEBANG conducted materiality assessment to identify and define 

material topics in terms of impact on its business and the interest level of 

stakeholders. We formed a pool of sustainability topics, and reviewed the 

company policy. We also carried out a stakeholder survey, media research, 

and peer benchmarking. Our of 32 issues identified, we selected 10 material 

topics based on priority.

Integrated Risk Management System

The integrated management of financial and non-financial risks allows us to 

systematically respond to risks and emergency situations while enabling stable 

business operations. We have a dedicated risk management team which develops 

emergency scenarios and reviews responses in order to minimize the impact.

Financial Risk Management

Main risks that may impact our business are market, credit, and liquidity risks. To 

minimize such risks, senior management examines and evaluates the business 

operation on a regular basis in collaboration with financial staff.

Materiality Assessment Results

From March 16 to March 24, 2020, an online survey was conducted to stakeholders 

inside and outside of the company to decide the importance of sustainability topics 

and communicate with stakeholders.

We visualized the materiality analysis matrix on 32 issues, which is provided in 

the report. For the 10 issues chosen as material topics, we provided in-depth 

information. This year’s material topics include fair trade, economic performance, 

workplace safety and health.

Priority Material topic Page

1 Fair trade and compliance 41 to 43, 63 

2 Economic performance 12, 13, 78, 79 

3 Workplace safety and health 73 to 75 

4 Stakeholder communication 34, 35 

5 New business development 26 to 29 

6 High quality logistics service 47, 48 

7 Social contribution activities 57 t0 61 

8 Energy use management 67 to 68 

9 GHG emissions reduction 69 to 71 

10
Ethical management (anti-
corruption and bribery)

41 to 43, 63

● Types of financial risks

● Priority of material topics
Risk Factors

Market risks

They refer to risks due to market price changes, for example, exchange rate and interest 

rate. We regularly evaluate, manage and report the foreign exchange exposure of bonds 

denominated in foreign currency. As for interest rate exposure, we run different simulations 

considering refinancing, renewing borrowings, revolving credit and risk aversion to analyze the 

risk from multiple angles.

Credit risks

Payment default risks of a borrower. SEBANG complies with its own credit risk management 

policy to recognize and systematically manage signs of insolvency. We also conduct credit 

rating of all customers and business partners on a regular basis.

Liquidity risks

We predict the cash flow and liquidity plans on a regular basis and develop countermeasures 

to avoid liquidity risks. We maintain a certain amount of deposit and current deposit to 

respond to a potential liquidity risk due to credit crunch.

Capital risks

Our capital risk management aims at maintaining a sound capital structure and maximizing 

the interest of shareholders. We monitor key financial ratios such as debt ratio and current 

ratio on a monthly basis to manage the financial stability indicators and continuously improve 

the financial structure.

● Risk factors

Key Risk Factors

Financial Exchange rate, cost, interest rate, postings (stock prices/IR)

Non-financial Safety accidents, fair trade, IT system failures, disasters

◎ Risk Management Process

•Check response priorities

•Respond to risks

•�Recognize crisis factors such 

as lost cost and casualties

•�Review the action taken, 

and devise and/or revise 

strategies

Prevention ResponseRisk Recognition Follow-up

•�Develop response guidelines 

and scenarios

•Conduct drills and training

Financial Risk 

Management

Sustainable Structure
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Importance for business performance

4
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● Three steps of materiality assessment

Pooling material topics

Created a pool of material 

sustainability topics based on 

global initiatives and internal and 

external issues

Materiality Assessment

Stakeholder survey, 

media research and peer 

benchmarking

Prioritization

Prioritized 10 material issues 

based on the company’s 

business and stakeholder 

priorities

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
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Environment Disasters and Safety Accidents

SEBANG has developed the investigation, recovery and prevention activities for 

different types of accidents to prepare our employees against environmental 

disasters and safety accidents. We also conduct unscheduled drills to make sure 

that our people take immediate action against environmental disasters, safety 

accidents and fire. 

Fair Trade

All our employees are required to sign an ethical practice pledge. We adopted a 

standard contract management system for contacts with suppliers, enhancing the 

transparency and fairness of the process. Also, we set up the Internal Transaction 

Committee for internal audit which monitors compliance violations on a regular 

basis.

IT System Failure and Recovery 

Disaster recovery strategy

When the main IT systems and communications equipment stop working due 

to system failures, cyberterrorism or natural disasters, it will cause business 

interruptions and eventually, risks. In case of a system failure, we size up the 

situation, work with responsible IT companies, and reconfigure and test system 

resources in accordance with the well-established disaster recovery process to 

ensure the recovery of system operation. We also preform disaster prevention 

activities such as regular data backup.

Disaster Recovery Center

We operate a separate disaster recovery center at SEBANG R&D center for 

emergency data recovery.

Disasters

Engaging in stevedoring, logistics and transportation, SEBANG established the 

emergency response committee at the headquarters to take immediate action 

against disasters. We develop highly likely scenarios for each business site and 

carry out unscheduled drills every year to ensure all-time preparedness.

Non-financial Risk 

Management

● Data backup policy and operation

◎ Backup Process

Primary 

backup

*Backup : every day(24:00)

*Backup cycle: weeklyServer 

Secondary 

backup

*Backup : every day (02:00)

*Retention : 2 weeks *VTL server

**Backup : every day (16:00)

*Retention : 2 weeks

*Location : Shinban BankBackup tape

*VTL(Virtual Tape Library) 

*DLP(Data Loss Prevention) 

* Backup tapes are kept in a safe deposit box 

for corporate customers.

Sustainable Structure

● Causes of system failure

RISK

•Natural disasters such as floods, 

earthquakes, and lightning

•Infrastructure damage 

•System failures/disasters, and 

cyberterrorism

•Operation and management risks

•Terror attacks, war, disputes and conflicts  

•Strikes and regulation changes

•Global market economy

•Partners and suppliers

Social factors

Environment factors Technological factors 

Environment factors

Damage to 

brand image

Business 

interruptions can 

have a critical and 

even negative 

impact on the 

company’s image, 

reducing future sales 

opportunities and 

margin.

When the 

company is not 

able to perform the 

contract or meet 

the regulations as 

required, penalties 

or compensations 

for damages will be 

incurred.

System failure can 

severely disrupt 

affiliated jobs, 

lowering work 

productivity.

When the 

connection to the 

global system is 

lost, the company 

often experiences 

difficulties in 

handling customer 

requests and 

carrying out sales 

activities.

The company will 

lose B2B sales 

opportunities in 

automotive and 

parts and suffer 

direct financial loss.

Customer 

services that have 

direct impact 

on customers 

satisfaction can 

become unavailable 

or the service quality 

can be significantly 

degraded.

Compensation for 

damages

Internal business 

interruptions

Global business 

difficulties

Loss of sales 

opportunities 

Customer service 

unavailability

● Disaster recovery process

Develop emergency 

recovery plans

Prepare for system 

installation at 

SEBANG R&D 

Center

Request support 

from maintenance 

service providers 

(e.g. IBM Korea)

Procure and install 

servers to replace 

IBM Power 750 

(vendor selection)

Network 

reconfiguration

Day 4

End

Day 1, 2 Day 3

Start

System operation

Pick up the recent 

backup tapes

Set up and test the 

system

Restore the 

database from the 

backup tapes

Set up and test the 

user environment
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General & AdministrativeHuman Resources

Corporate 
Governance

Ethics and 
Compliance

Board of Directors

As of the end of March 2020, SEBANG’s Board of Directors (BoD) consisted of 

four internal directors and three external directors. The Audit Committee was 

established as a subcommittee under the BOD in accordance with the Articles 

of Incorporation.

Ethics Charter and Code of Ethics

With the goal of reinforcing ethical management and compliance and becoming a 

globally trusted logistics company, SEBANG set out the Ethics Charter and Code 

of Ethics that our employees can use as a guideline to govern their decisions and 

behavior.

BoD Activities

The BoD has both regular and extraordinary board meetings. An extraordinary 

board meeting will be convened when the request is supported by more than one-

third of the board members. In 2019, a total of five board meetings were held and 

25 agenda items were approved. The attendance rate of both internal and external 

auditors is 100%. 

Audit Committee

As prescribed in the Commercial Act and the Articles of Incorporation, SEBANG's 

Audit Committee consists of three external directors who have expertise in tax and 

accounting, and conducts regular, unscheduled and special audits. The Committee 

has access to the corporate information and monitors the company's business 

activities while maintaining objectivity and independence. In 2019, the Audit 

Committee had five meetings.

BoD Evaluation and Remuneration

The BoD discusses the remunerations paid to directors considering their expertise 

and activities within the BoD. The member’s responsibility, job characteristics 

and performance are comprehensively assessed as prescribed in the executives 

remuneration policy. Remunerations are paid within the limit approved by the 

general shareholders’ meeting.

Remunerations to BoD

(Unit: KRW million, as of December 2019)

Registered 
director

External 
director

(Member of 
the Audit 

Committee)

Number of directors

5 3

Total remuneration

2,062 89

Average remuneration per 
person

412 30

Sustainable Structure

Code of Ethics

1. Respect for customers

•Provision of the highest quality service

•�Smooth communication with 

customers

•Protection of customer interest

2. Co-prosperity with business partners

•Equal and fair transactions

•Co-prosperity

•No bribery and entertainment

•Prohibition of other unfair practices

3. Respect for shareholders

•Protection of shareholder interest

•Disclosure of corporate information

4. Basic ethics of employees

•Honor and integrity

•Fair and voluntary conduct of work

•Fair and harmonious corporate culture

•Information protection

•Pleasant and safe workplace

•No money transactions

•No sexual harassment at workplace

•Responsibilities of employees

5. Compliance and social responsibility

•Compliance with law

•Sound business activities

•Social responsibility

•No political activities

6. Commitment to ethical code 

compliance

•Compliance with law

•Sound business activities

•Social responsibility

•No political activities

Ethical Management Organization

SEBANG runs the Ethical Management Team under the auspices of the Audit 

Committee to promote ethical management practices across the company. The 

team operates the Cyber Reporting to receive reports on and address bribery, 

misfeasance, solicitation, improper practices, and violations of the Code of 

Ethics. Employees are advised to have their work reviewed for legal issues by the 

lawyers of the Ethical Management Team. Human Resources is in charge of fair 

recruitment and human rights protection and gender equality while G&A manages 

safety issues.

Fair Hiring

Audit 
Committee

Co-growth
Human rights 

protection and gender 
equality

Environment and 
safety

Ethical Management

Anti-corruption

● Ethical Management Organization

Name Classification Responsibility Career highlights

Sang Woong Lee Internal director

General 
management 
(Chairman)

• Vice President of SEBANG Global Battery (1990)

• CEO of SEBANG Global Battery (1999)

• CEO of SEBANG (2000)

• Chairman of SEBANG Group

Jong Il Choi Internal director
General 
management 
(Managing 
Director)

• Head of SEBANG Incheon Branch (2014)

• Head of SEBANG Capital Area Head Office (2017)

• Sales Head of SEBANG (2018)

• CEO of SEBANG

Ji Hun Lee Internal director Head of Business 
Management

• Accounting Head of SEBANG (2013)

• Head of Business Management, SEBANG

Jeong Ho Kim Internal director
Head of Strategic 
Planning

• HR Head of Strategic Planning, SEBANG (2014)

• Head of Talent Management, Chairman's Secretary Office (2016)

• Head of Strategic Planning, SEBANG

Yong Jae Kim External director Auditor • Operation Support, National Tax Service (2009)

• Tax Payer Protection Officer, Jungbu Regional Office, National Tax Service (2009)

• External director and auditor of Lotte Chilsung Beverage (2016)

• External director and auditor of Hanwha Investment & Securities

• CEO and Chairman of Minwoo Tax Service

Ji Sung Ryu External director Auditor • Member of the Childcare Committee, Jung-gu Office (2007)

• Dean of Graduate School of Public Administration and Legal Studies, Dankuk University (2013)

• Public administration professor at Dankuk University

Jeong Dae Kang External director Auditor • Member of the Business Management Evaluation Committee, Ministry of Planning and Budget

• Former auditor of Seoul Foundation of Women & Family

• Auditor of Dail Welfare Foundation

• CEO of Hanul Accounting

● Our Board of Directors
(As of the end of March, 2020)
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◎ Fair Trade Standard Contract Roadmap

•�Mixed contract systems (contract-type based 

or contracting-party based)

   -    Different invoice templates and electronic 

contract systems

•�Contract management relies on the knowhow 

of the person in charge

   -    Only the person in charge knows the details 

of the contract

•�Contract information of all work sites is not 

shared.

•�Develop a standard contract process 

depending on the purchase type

•�Create a monitoring system to understand 

the contract management status

•�Develop a more efficient and simpler sign 

process with real-time electronic signatures

•�Revise related company regulations

•�Applied to contracts with all service providers 

and cargo owners

•�Analyze the history of contract creation and 

change

•�Monitor the appropriateness of the orders 

and the charged amount based on the 

contract

•�Promote co-growth with suppliers through 

the establishment of the standard contract 

management system

Unstandardized contract 
management

Introduction of standard contract 
management system

Company-wide standard contract 
management system

~ Until 2019 H1

2019 H2

After 2020

Maturity of purchase contract management system High

High

Low

A
re

as
 o

f 
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n
tr
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t 

m
an

ag
e
m

e
n
t

Voluntary Fair Trade Compliance

We receive reports on violations of the Code of Conduct by third parties through 

Cyber Reporting and via email. In 2019, legal action was taken on five cases of 

unfair trade practices and illegal cartel conduct (service bids). SEBANG is aware 

that companies must practice fair trade and keep competition order in order to 

fulfill social responsibility and maintain business integrity. We pledge to practice 

fair trade in cooperation with the industry peers, suppliers and local communities 

and strictly observe related law.

Education on Ethical Management

SEBANG collects ethical practice pledges from all our employees and also offers 

extensive training programs on sexual harassment, personal information protection, 

awareness of the disabled, fair trade compliance and anti-corruption to support the 

internalization of ethical management culture.

In April 2020, the Internal Transaction Committee was launched to improve the 

transparency of internal transactions.

Ethical Management System

As part of the effort to reinforce fair trade compliance and ultimately realize ethical 

management, we adopted SAP Ariba (November, 2019) to eliminate internal risks 

as well as potential disadvantages for suppliers.

Establish the standard contract 

procedure

Reinforce the contract status analysis

Promote co-growth with suppliers

Develop differentiated 

competitiveness

Sustainable management

● Ethical Management Framework

Lower risks

Higher efficiency 

Work 

standardization by 

contract type

Contract 

management based 

on a system

Digitization of 

the contract cycle 

management 

Electronic system for the 

implementation of sustainable 

management strategy

Establish a transparent contract management system 

to set an example in sustainability and co-growth.

•�Maximize the visibility of the contract information of all 

business sites

•�Can analyze and identify suppliers with high efficiency and 

good performance

•�Transparent contract management in strict compliance with 

the HQ policy

•�Monitor the details of the contract which may undermine 

co-growth and collaboration

•�Set the standard for co-growth in logistics

•�Create a system to reflect mandatory references such as 

related laws and regulations into the contract.

•�Minimize indirect losses caused by legal flaws and claims

Sustainable Structure

Ethical Management Practice

Ethical management creates an environment where members of the organization 

can make ethical decisions. We set forth and announced the Code of Ethics 

and created the Internal Transaction Committee. Various education programs on 

ethical management, for example, fair trade compliance and anti-corruption are 

provided along with the Cyber Reporting which receive reports on irregularities and 

corruption.

Maximize efficiency based on 

changes to the contract

•Change of person(s) in charge

•Changes in the standard procedure

•Changes to the standard contract

•Changes in mandatory references

Reinforce compliance with rules and 

monitor violations

•Approve and manage content of the contract

•Monitor changes to the contract

•Monitor peculiarities by contract type

•Check whether mandatory references 

   are reviewed

Protection of 
profits

Supplier 
management

Co-growth
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Customer Satisfaction

+ SEBANG's approach to customer satisfaction

SEBANG partners with many cargo owners including large companies 

home and abroad and service different industries including petrochemical, 

electronic materials, automotive, and equipment and tools. As an 

authorized AEO, we adopted advanced IT systems for integrated 

management and conduct customer surveys for higher customer 

satisfaction.

01

Customer Satisfaction Surveys and VoCs

We survey our customers every year to ensure higher customer satisfaction. The 

survey evaluates different items such as service, quality, delivery date, and price. 

For items with low scores, we develop detailed plans for improvement. Also, 

we run the Customer Feedback page on our website to listen to the voices of 

customers. Received opinions are delivered to the relevant organization to provide 

tailored feedback.

First AEO-AA Rated company in the industry … in three areas 

at the same time

Authorized Economic Operator or AEO refers to a party involved in the international 

movement of goods in whatever function, such as importers, exporters, carriers, 

and warehouses, that has been approved by a national Customs administration as 

complying with related laws and security standards. 

In December 2013, SEBANG became the first in the industry to obtain the AEO 

status in three areas - bonded area operator, bonded transportation, and loading 

operator, and was awarded the AA rating in December 2019. As of March 2020, 32 

business sites achieved the AEO status. As our rating in the three areas have been 

upgraded to AA, we became the first and only loading service provider with an AA 

rating. A company is approved as an AEO by the Korea Customs Service when 

it satisfies authorization standards, especially financial soundness and security 

requirements and get 80 points or more for internal control system. An AA rating is 

awarded to those with 90 points or more for law compliance.

To maintain the current rating and status and go beyond that, SEBANG makes 

consistent effort to enhance law compliance, security requirements, and internal 

control system.

Communication with 

Customers

Enhancing customer 

satisfaction

2017 2018 2019

Customer satisfaction 94.5% 93.6% 93.0%

Number of respondents 228 186 204

● Customer satisfaction survey results

● AEO Certificates 

Our Society

Loading operator Bonded transportation Bonded area operator

◎ Key achievements

AEO authorization

First in the industry with AA rating 
(loading operator, bonded transportation, bonded area operator)

Advanced cargo management system

Senter 4.0 and IC-Pro AEO
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Advanced cargo management system

Development of Cargo Management System (Senter 4.0)

With the new cargo management system, users can set up time periods and 

search for receiving and releasing errors and flaws in bonded transportation reports 

so they can understand what is wrong and use it as a basis for countermeasure 

development. Major violations (penalties, warnings, etc.) and cargo-related 

incidents (car accidents, loss or damage of cargo), two key elements of legal 

compliance assessment, should be reported to the Safety Management Board in 

accordance with the company’s regulations. Reports should be prepared to detail 

what happened, action taken, and prevention activities. 

When employees log into the groupware, pop-ups will show the information about 

the reported matters. Sharing the information on incidents, their causes, and 

preventive measures with employees has naturally decreased the number of report 

errors, enhanced legal compliance, and prevented cargo-related incidents from 

happening.

Internal Control Evaluation Program (IC-PRO AEO)

ICE-Pro AEO evaluates performance in cargo storage, transportation, unloading 

and safety management based on the activities and risks specified in the work 

procedure and manuals. It collects data from the employees of 30 business sites 

using a survey of roughly 1,000 questions. The program is an upgraded tool that 

determines whether the company satisfies AEO authorization standards. But it also 

assesses compliance with customs law and regulations as well as control activities 

based on the work procedure. Such evaluation is critical to efficiently operate the 

post AEO authorization management system.

Enhanced E-Commerce Service

With operational knowhow in various logistics services and people with expertise, 

SEBANG created logistics teams for individual customers and eliminated wrong 

delivery and packing, providing the best integrated logistics services. Moreover, our 

proprietary WMS allows us to track the entire process of receiving, releasing and 

delivery, making inventory management much easier.

Building Service Capabilities

SEBANG provides various training programs to members of the Sales Head Office 

as well as individual branches and offices to improve the service quality. In 2019, 

105 employees completed the service-related e-Learning and capability building 

programs. We also plan to expand training to suppliers, with a goal of enhancing 

service quality at customer contact points.

Third-party Certifications

All SEBANG business sites are ISO 9001 certified. SEBANG also won the Excellent 

Service Quality certification and have liability insurance to provide coverage against 

unforeseen damages or losses.

Our Society

Information Security Mechanism

SEBANG established the Information Security Policy to prevent misuse or abuse 

of information, define access control, and manage violations of the policy. We 

also deployed a system and process to implement the policy. We manage the 

information about carry-in, carry-out, and bonded transportation reports of 

cargoes through physical access control, password management and work PC 

management.

Main computers and networks have redundancy to securely manage the 

information about carry-in/carry-out and transportation. We also prepared 

scenarios for system failures. In 2020, we plan to migrate to the cloud to speed up 

the access to servers, cut capital expenses, and strengthen security.

Information Security Check and Diagnostics

SEBANG performs semi-annual assessments on information security activities to 

improve customer information protection and security. For assessment, a person 

in charge is designated for each organizational unit. Administrative and technical 

controls are carried out, for example, provision of information security training 

and a system to prevent data breaches. Additionally, in order to avoid any data 

breaches, we monitor the compliance with the Personal Information Protection Act 

of suppliers to whom personal information processing is outsourced.

Based on the findings of the semi-annual assessment, we can grasp the current 

security level and identify areas of improvement.

Data and Information 

Security

Privacy Awareness

We provide regular training to our employees to raise their privacy awareness and 

prevent data breaches. We also ensure privacy protection through regular system 

backup, password management, and account management by user. Security 

breaches, privacy protection rules as well as security-related news are uploaded 

on the intranet as part of security awareness efforts.

・ Applicable laws :    Personal Information Protection Act, AEO Authorization Standards (4.7.1.1), Directive on Defense 

Industry Security Work (Article 137), Information Security Policy (Article 25)

・ Evaluation (Information Security Activities Evaluation Report)

・ Criteria

● Evaluation of information security activities

  Creation and operation of an information security unit (at individual business sites)

 Secure management of IT assets (PCs)

 Activities to protect personal information

Cargo management system, Senter 4.0

Self-assessment by 

business site

Submission of Information 

Security Activities Evaluation Report 

(by business site)

Identification of 

opportunities for 

improvement

On-site training 

at sites requiring 

improvement
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Respect for Our Employees

+ SEBANG's approach to employees

Believing that our people's development is what fuels the company's 

development, we seek to create a culture where individuals can comp

letely unleash their potentials. We recognize that nurturing talent can 

become an important asset to the company and raise its competitiven

ess. Accordingly, we provide diverse education programs such as logis

tics expert programs and foreign language courses. Moreover, we insti

tutionalized a system for fair performance evaluation and reward.

02

Talent Recruiting and Local Creation of Jobs

We recruit top talents through a fair and transparent process based on the SEBANG 

Group’s HR policy. We also have a special recruit program for local talent to foster 

talent and create jobs in the local community.

Talent development

SEBANG’s talent development system helps our people develop expertise and 

teamwork based on creativity and the spirit of challenge. We provide not only 

tailored education and business basics courses but also programs to enhance 

job capacity. In 2019, a total of 71 employees took the logistics expert course. 

Additionally, we introduced a job rotation system so our employees can further 

enhance their capabilities.

● New and experienced hires in 2019 (by region)

*Including contract employees

Region Seoul Gyeonggi Busan Gwangyang Gunsan Changwon Others Total

Number of hires 13 23 3 11 7 1 13 71

● Talent development programs

Program Description

Layered learning
·    Capability development of new hires and courses 
for newly promoted employees Cultivate basic capabilities as SEBANG employee 

and leadership·    Mandatory orientation on the company and the job, 
and leadership training

Job capacity training · Logistics manager and logistics consultant course

Develop the capability to perform logistics jobs and 
expertise by job

·    Bonded goods caretaker course and GLMP CEO 
course

· Online job training and in-house instructor course

Education on the 
organizational culture

· Work etiquette Cultivate a sound organizational culture and 
understand business basics· Fair trade training

Global talent training · Expatriates course
Develop a global mindset and learn foreign languages

· Online and offline foreign language courses

● SEBANG People

Strive to develop one's 
career and become 
the expert of a field

Growth

Not afraid of failure 
and always challenge 

the status quo

Challenge

Stay humble, 
communicate and 
work with others

Communication and 
Cooperation

Build trust with 
customers

Trust

GOAL

Nurturing global talent who can contribute to national and social development and 

lead the company’s sustainable growth

Our Society

◎ Key achievements

Employees with job-related certificates

1,033employees (including those with more than one certificates)

Ministry of Employment and Labor (2017)

Selected as the Enterprise with Best Labor Management Culture

(unit: person)
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Human Rights Protection and Diversity 

At SEBANG, protecting human rights of employees comes first and we defined 

the recruitment policy and collective bargaining agreements based on such belief. 

We ensure strict compliance with labor laws such as principles recommended 

by the ILO and ratified by the government, laws and regulations in every market 

in which we operate, and Labor Standards Act. There is no discrimination based 

on gender, nationality, and disabilities in the recruitment and promotion process. 

We also developed a human resources policy to promote and respect diversity. In 

addition, we are committed to finding and improving unreasonable practices and 

retrogressive processes.

Equal opportunity, Fair Performance Evaluation and Reward

All employees are subject to a year-end performance evaluation. Our performance 

evaluation and reward system is based on the comprehensive assessment on 

job performance, company value realization and attitude along with multisource 

assessment. Through goal setting, interim assessment, and comprehensive 

assessment, we strive to achieve both individual and organizational goals.

In 2019, we introduced the multisource assessment to move away from the 

traditional top-down manner and ensure fair evaluation. The new bottom-

up multisource assessment allows us to identify employees with leadership, 

and nurture and train middle and top management. To maintain the fairness 

and flexibility of the evaluation system, we strictly protect personal information 

and guarantee anonymity. Starting from 2020, we plan to introduce job posting 

systems. Jobs to be posted include not just heads of office but also middle 

management positions such as team leader. While the new system will provide 

fair opportunities to all employees, the selection will be based on the applicant’s 

qualifications and performance.

Our Society

Communication with Employees

We have monthly briefings, site visits and discussions to promote communication 

among employees. We also run SEBANG Blog to communicate SEBANG-related 

news to the general public. Starting this year, we have introduced the SEBANG 

Reporters program to facilitate horizontal communication while improving our 

people’s understanding of the industry trends and works of different functions and 

organizations.

SEBANG Reporters

SEBANG’s in-house reporter is a new program designed to promote 

● Blog to facilitate communication(blog.naver.com/globalsebang21)

SEBANG reporters

Business meetings and working-level 

committee 

Improvement of Organizational Culture

Mentoring program

In 2016, SEBANG introduced the mentoring program to help new hires quickly get 

used to the new environment and unleash their potential while making sure that 

we can retain talented people. 

Through the program, new hires visit related departments and sites to improve 

their understanding of the logistics business and network with others. As a result, 

we saw a huge drop in the number of the employees who resigned less than a 

year after joining the company. (21% in 2014 to 5% in 2017) The survey conducted 

after the completion of the 2019 mentoring program found that 92% of the new 

hires had a greater understanding of the company and its organizational culture. 

83% said their loyalty and a sense of belonging had increased. Also, 91% answered 

that the program helped them get used to the company. SEBANG will continue 

to systematically develop mentoring programs for new hires and nurture talented 

people.

Mentoring program

● Employees with job-related certificates

Logistics 
administration

253

Finance and 
accounting

31

Construction and 
construction equipment

234

IT and 
others

Total

Certificate Logistics 
manager

Bonded 
goods 
caretaker

Others AICPA and 
others

Construction Construction 
equipment

Number of 
certificate holders

71 46 136 31 105 129 514 1,033

*Including those with more than one certificates

(as of the end of 2019)
communication between organizations and employees. It depends on the voluntary 

participation of employees. SEBANG reporters will cover the current logistics 

issues and trends as well as SEBANG stories on a monthly basis. Since available 

logistics services vary by business site, the reporters will deliver stories of different 

organizations so that our people can have a good understanding of what they do. 

Internal and external training programs will be provided to improve the expertise 

of the reporters. Regular meetings will be held to choose topics and ensure the 

delivery of accurate and useful information. 

Business Meetings and Working-level Committee

SEBANG has annual business meetings to share the year’s goals and vision. We 

use such meetings as a two-way communication channel to promote a sense of 

solidarity and work for shared value and common goals. 

The Working-level Committee encourages different departments to exchange 

opinions based on the sales structure and cost structure analysis and come up with 

accurate findings. Also, region-specific business model analysis and diagnosis are 

used to develop contingency scenarios and pursue sustainable growth.
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Our Society

In-house instructor programs

Clubs

SEBANG supports and operates clubs to promote the welfare and healthy leisure 

activities of our people. About 480 people are enjoying various activities in 20 clubs 

including soccer, marathon, hiking and fishing. To encourage club activities, we 

offer monthly subsidies to clubs.

In-house Instructors

We document the requirements by job that serve the characteristics of the 

organization and the purpose of business, and train in-house trainers in a 

systematic way so that our employees can learn necessary theories and practices 

through internal training. Our in-house trainers not only cater to SEBANG people 

but also plan to give lectures on logistics at vocational high schools as part of talent 

donation. Moreover, individual departments organize seminars and lectures on a 

variety of topics to disseminate information across the company.

Smart Office

An organizational culture based on a vertical hierarchy often concentrates 

on “preventing mistakes.” In contrast, a horizontal organization thinks about 

how to “manage mistakes.” Although these two may sound similar, a vertical 

organizational culture with a goal of preventing mistakes limits the “ability to focus 

on insights.” This can be a huge threat for companies that will soon jump in the 4th 

Industrial Revolution and the era of digital platforms. As part of the effort to create 

a horizontal culture, we removed tall office partitions and placed air purifying plants. 

Also, we created a lounge area to facilitate communication.

 

Labor-Management Relations

Sound labor relations 

Based on the understanding and trust between labor and management, SEBANG 

guarantees the freedom of the labor union’s activities and observes related labor 

laws and international standards including the ones of the ILO. SEBANG Labor 

Union was first established in 1986. Members of the labor union have right to vote 

on resolutions and in elections. In 2019, the Labor-Management Council set a goal 

of “creating a culture for co-prosperity between labor and management” based on 

mutual respect and trust, and has endeavored to achieve the shared goal. In 2017, 

SEBANG was selected as the Enterprise with the Best Labor Management Culture 

by the Ministry of Employment and Labor.

2017 Enterprise with the Best Labor 

Management Culture Certification 

Ceremony

Head Office Busan Office

● SEBANG's labor-management history

1965 

Establishment of SEBANG 

Co., Ltd.

Beginning of the logistics 

business

1986년

Establishment of labor union 

(company union)

Creation of cooperative labor 

relations

2000

Switch to trade union (Korea 

Confederation of Trade Unions)

Strengthening of labor-

management cooperation

Culture of labor-management 

co-prosperity

No strikes, cooperation 

and co-prosperity of labor-

management

◎ Open management Regular Labor-Management 

Council meetings

New Business 

IDEA Contest

Grievance 

settlement system

Company-wide 

business meetings 

My Machine 

system

Disclosure of corporate 

management situation

Open 
management 

What is Enterprise with the Best Labor Management Culture?

The Ministry of Employment and Labor selects companies which demonstrate 

cooperative labor relations and achieve a win-win relationship between 

management and labor in order to spread the culture of co-growth and cooperation 

across society and boost the competitiveness of the companies and the country. 

For application, the president of the company and the head of the union should 

submit a joint application under their names to the Ministry. The evaluation process 

includes an application review and presentation. Since candidates are scrutinized 

through a strict, impartial process, it is fair to assume that selected companies lead 

the way in promoting harmonious labor relations.

Communication between labor and management

SEBANG operates the Labor-Management Council under the Act on the Promotion 

of Employees’ Participation and Cooperation. We have quarterly Council meetings 

where agenda items are discussed and decided on by labor and management. 

Through the Council meetings, we share our management situation, resolve 

grievances and improve working conditions.

Labor-management cooperation programs

SEBANG runs regular and unscheduled programs for cooperation between 

labor and union and encourages workers to participate in the programs while 

implementing open management.

Company sports day

Labor-management event

Labor-management workshop

Corporate culture diagnosis

Labor-
management 
cooperation 
programs

Clubs
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Local Community Support

+ SEBANG's approach to mutual prosperity

Based on the philosophy of SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation, returni

ng profits from business activities to society, SEBANG organizes and 

carries out programs to visit those in need and offer real help they 

need beyond charitable donations. We believe that engaging with soci

ety and solving social issues are our responsibilities as a good corpora

te citizen.

03

SEBANG’s CSR Framework 

Through the group affiliate, SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation, SEBANG conducts 

both local and global social contribution activities such as projects to help the 

marginalized as well as emergency relief. Our activities encompass year-end 

flea markets where employees participate in and make donations, repairing and 

renovating local children’s centers, employee volunteering, emergency medical 

service, scholarships, and support for local children's centers.

SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation

SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation is a social welfare organization established 

by Lee Eui Sun, Founder of SEBANG Group. Since its establishment in 2007, 

the foundation has performed a wide range of social contribution activities such 

as providing daily necessities to old adults living alone, briquettes, emergency 

medical aid, scholarships, and support for local children’s center. It also helps the 

underprivileged, supports the low-income families in developing countries, and 

provides social relief. The organization seeks to find those in need and provide the 

help they actually need beyond charitable donations.

Our Social Contribution 
Strategy 

Create a society 

full of love, sharing, 

and hope

Assistance for low-income 
families

Support for welfare facilities

Emergency relief

Support for low-income 
families in developing countries

●    Mascot of SEBANG Lee Eui 
Sun Foundation [Huimangui]● Mission and vision

Vision 1.

•    Create a synergy through outreach programs 

which leverage the strengths of the 

foundation and sponsors

•    Professional social contributions with real 

effects that tap the strengths of sponsors 

(logistics, batteries, etc.)

•    Be a creative CSR leader

Vision 2.

•    Achieve maximum effect through 

projects satisfying the needs of the 

beneficiary

•    Survey beneficiaries to identify their 

needs and provide practical solutions

•    Provide as many benefits as possible 

to the beneficiary through effective and 

efficient project operation

Mission - Create a society full of love, sharing, and hope

Our Society

◎ Key achievements

Sustained CSR programs in partnership with SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation

Hope Switch On : 117 locations(cumulative sum from 2008)

Emergency relief : help the victims of the wild fire in Gangwon-do, 

support to overcome COVID-19

Low-income families Welfare facilities
Low-income families in 
developing countries

Emergency relief

・Electric wheelchairs

・Batteries

・New employee volunteering

・Sports activities at group homes

・Briquettes delivery

   - “Delivery of Warmth”

・School meal support

・Medical expenses

・Scholarships

・ Cooperation with external 

organizations

・Emergency support SOS

・Youth career development

・ Other support for low-income 

families

・Hope Switch On

・ Flea markets at welfare facilities

・ Provision of batteries to welfare 

facilities

・Car donation

・ Donation of 3D printers for 

welfare facilities

・Emergency support SOS

・ Other support for welfare facilities

・ Support for the low-income class 

in developing countries (Vietnam)

・ Emergency relief in the event of 

a national crisis due to natural 

disasters

● Activities of SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation
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Preventing the spread of COVID-19

Hope Switch On

Support for the victims of wild fire in 

Gangwon

Our Society

Support for the marginalized in Jeju

In 2019, SEBANG spent about 38 million won on supporting those in need in 

local communities. In May 2019, we entered into a business agreement with 

Juju Special Self-Governing Provincial Police Agency to offer help in every corner 

of the country. We provided both monetary and non-monetary donations (the 

combined value of 1.2 million won): supplies to Hanlim-eup Seobu Multi-cultural 

Family Center and Women Migrants Support Center in Gujwa-eup and support 

for Huimang Narae which provides social service to those with development 

disabilities and helps them find jobs.

Flea markets for fund raising

SEGBANG has organized year-end flea markets for 15 years from 2004 and 

donated the proceeds to charities. As of the end of 2019, about 2.1 billion was 

raised in total and used to help those in need. In 2019 alone, about 120 million won 

was used to help Korea Fire Officials Credit Union, local children’s centers, and 

senior welfare centers.

Emergency Relief

Support for the victims of wild fire in Gangwon

In May, 2019, our foundation offered supplies and relief goods to the victims of the 

wild fare in Gangreung-si and Donaghae-si, Gangwon-do. The donations included 

short-sleeved shirts, handheld fans, and handkerchiefs to provide practical help to 

the victims.

Preventing the spread of COVID-19

SEBANG made 100 million won donation through foundations to help fight against 

COVID-19. The donated money was used to purchase face masks and hazamat 

suits at the coronavirus-only Dongsan Hospital and the Daegu branch of the 

charity group Community Chest of Korea. Additionally, we donated face masks and 

hand sanitizers to group houses in Seoul, Suban, and Gyeonggi as well as across 

Daegu. We regularly clean and disinfect all our work sites to prevent the spread of 

the epidemic. We will continue our support and effort to stop the spread and help 

the fight against the disease.

Support for the Low-income Class in Developing Countries

Until 2018, we worked with various NGOs to help the low-income families in 

developing countries, especially children. Starting in 2019, however, we decided to take 

initiative and provide necessary help to them directly. We donated bicycles and offered 

scholarships to elementary school students in Vietnam where SEBSNG is currently 

operating. Our employees also provided volunteer services.

In 2020, SEBANG and group affiliate SEBANG Global Battery plan to invite children from 

low-income families (Vietnam and Malaysia) to Barcelona, Spain through the partnership 

with FC Barcelona. They will meet the team’s players, watch a game and have a tour of 

the city. Such opportunities can motivate children to dream big. We will do our utmost 

to eradicate poverty in more developing countries where SEBANG operates.

Support for Low-income Families and Welfare Facilities

Hope Switch On - SEBANG’s sustained social welfare project

Local children centers that take care of children from low-income families after 

school are not national institutions but private organizations subsidized by the 

government. Naturally, some of them have poor conditions which may be 

detrimental to children’s safety and healthy development.

Most corporate support programs are limited to partial remodeling or book 

donations, not offering comprehensive support to these centers.

In this regard, SEBANG and SEBANG Lee Eui Sun Foundation have provided 

complete interior remodeling support to local children’s centers since 2008. About 

3,500 children of 117 centers benefited from our 1.58-billion won program. Our 

latest support was for Kkotmangul Local Children's Center (September 2019). 

We seek to promote physical and mental stability and healthy development of 

children by improving conditions of local children's centers through our sustained 

program.

Support for the marginalized in Jeju

Local Social 

Contribution Activities 

● What is Hope Switch On?

The playground covered in dirt and the old facilities are upgraded to a place for safe playing and talent shows. 

→ A bright space where children can follow their dreams

BEFORE AFTER

Global Social 

Contribution Activities

117 

Number of childcare 
centers supported

KRW1.5 8billion

Donation

3,500children

Beneficiaries

Hope Switch On is SEBANG’s unique social welfare project to improve the environments of 

local children's centers so that children can play freely and also concentrate on studying.

First, we have a bigger, brighter space.

Our children love this place more than their home.

I’m so happy that they can follow their dreams 

here. I’d like to thank SEBANG Lee Eui Sun 

Foundation for creating a place where children 

can truly blossom.

- Chun Hee, Park, 
Head of Kkotmangul Local Children's Center

(Period : 2008 to 2019)
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ALL FOR ONE, 

ONE FOR ALL

Lead the Future and the World with the spirit of rugby!

SEBANG has sponsored the Korean rugby sports community for its development 

since 2015. Sang Woong Lee, Chairman of SEBANG Group, is the Chairman 

of Korea Rugby Union. He has been committed to restructuring the Union’s 

secretariat based on his managerial experience at SEBANG. Reiterating SEBANG’

s ethical management, he prioritized financial expansion and transparent operation 

of the Union, enabling directors, coaching staff, and players to focus on games 

only. Moreover, he went beyond financial support and helped Korea win the bid for 

the Asia Rugby rugby sevens men’s qualification rounds, which were previously 

expected to be hosted in Hong Kong. It was soon followed by a historic moment 

when South Korea earned a Tokyo 2020 spot.

Considered as an elite sport, rugby is not popular and has not gotten much 

attention in Korea. Although there is a concern over a possible cancellation or 

postponement of the Tokyo 2020 Olympics, the Korean national rugby team finally 

booked a spot at the Olympic Games, 96 years after its foundation. Therefore, 

it can be an opportunity to endorse it as a sport for all. As a socially responsible 

company, SEBANG has persevered together with players, coaching staff and 

members of the Union.

SEBANG also build necessary infrastructure to expand the base of Korea rugby 

and promote the culture in local communities. We are currently negotiating on 

the creation of a college rugby team with the Gangwon Rugby Union. We also 

designed an introductory rugby program for elementary school students while 

hosting tug rugby games. Rugby is perfect for Korean people who strongly united 

to combat COVID-19. While supporting the Korean rugby community and finding 

value in the spirit of rugby - all for one, one for all, SEBANG will contribute to 

making the world a better place.

Our Society
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Transparent and Fair Supplier Selection

We evaluate and select suppliers based on a fair and transparent process, 

including quarterly assessment on transportation management, quality control and 

environment and safety management. Those who did not meet the qualifications 

will not be invited to bids and their registration as a supplier will be canceled while 

those with high scores are rewarded with incentives. In 2019, we introduced a 

standard contract process to establish a culture of transparent transactions.

Supplier Ethics Pledge

We introduced a supplier ethics pledge to spread the value of anti-corruption, anti-

bribery, and ethical management. All SEBANG’s business partners are required to 

sign a pledge when entering into a contract with SEBANG. Its compliance forms 

the basis for a culture of co-prosperity. The pledge specifies that when a SEBANG 

employee commits any violation or makes any inappropriate demand, all our 

partner companies should report it to the audit office. (Contact Cyber Reporting on 

the company website or 82-2-3469-0337) 

Communication with Suppliers

We have a regular meeting with suppliers to discuss and work on a wide range of 

issues such as quality, safety, trends, and difficulties. We also receive reports on 

difficulties and feedback on the website (Cyber Reporting).

Co-growth and Cooperation

Co-growth Competition

With a belief that growing together with suppliers ensures quality service, we hold 

the Co-growth Competition every year. All activities driven by joint growth and 

cooperation such as green logistics, logistics cost saving, process streamlining, and 

other improvements in logistics, storage and loading are reviewed a jury of external 

experts to award companies with best practices. The competition has contributed 

to enhancing SEBANG's services such as green logistics management and 

customer satisfaction. Best practices are shared to create a favorable atmosphere 

for co-growth and build a stable service supply chain.

Consortium for Eco-friendly Logistics and Co-growth

SEBANG created a consortium to grow with carriers, and discuss and implement 

action plans to create an eco-friendly logistics environment. To realize green 

logistics, we provided diesel heaters and spoilers to suppliers and successfully 

cut down their energy consumption. We are also building a virtuous cycle for co-

growth by maintaining a horizontal relationship with suppliers.

GHG and energy management

SEBANG has established a co-growth system to reduce energy consumption and 

GHG emissions. We help suppliers strengthen their internal capabilities through 

the development of GHG measurement tool, information sharing and training 

programs.

Purchase amount of supplier 
products and services 

(Unit: KRW million)

2017 378,524

2018 363,570

2019 511,485

Co-growth Competition

Consortium for Eco-friendly Logistics 

and Co-growth

Our Society

+ SEBANG's approach to co-growth

Based on fair supplier assessment and the AEO process, SEBANG has 

improved the import and export services for cargo owners and reinfor

ced the safety management system. As part of such effort, we have 

meetings with suppliers by region, provide on-the-job training to sup

pliers, and monitor import and export businesses and accidents. Since 

2015, we have had annual meetings with suppliers and offered safe

ty training to them, reducing car and cargo accidents and elevating the 

import and export safety management.

04

◎ Key achievements

Sharing best practices

2019 Co-growth Competition

Hosted by Korea Transportation Safety Authority (2018)

Signed a Consortium Agreement for Eco-friendly Logistics and Co-growth

● GHG reduction and energy saving support

Develop a co-growth system to 

lower energy consumption during 

transportation

•    Select energy saving technologies and 

support their application

•    Establish a co-growth framework and 

develop detailed action plans

Help suppliers build a capability to 

manage energy and GHGs.

• Support the preparation of the energy 

review guide.

•    Help develop GHG measurement tools 

and measure emissions.

•    Support the energy review

Cultivate internal experts at suppliers

• Green logistics

• Energy management and control

•    GHGs

•    Energy management system, etc.

Increase the competitiveness of 

the supply chain through co-growth 

and cooperation

Sustained energy and 

GHG management of suppliers

Increase the internal capabilities 

of suppliers 

Growing Together with Suppliers
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Green Logistics Vision and Strategies

In systematically managing energy consumption throughout the management life 

cycle and reducing GHG emissions, SEBANG defined and applies green logistics 

vision and strategies. We adopted a logistics energy management system to 

efficiently manage energy consumption and GHG emissions across the supply 

chain. As a logistics leader, we work with suppliers to reduce energy usage. 

Regular training programs are designed to strengthen the job capacity of in-charge 

persons and foster experts.

Green Logistics Organization

SEBANG established and operates the Green Logistics Management Committee 

within the Management Head Office under CEO to ensure continuity of green 

logistics programs. The Committee consists of the Green Logistics Team and 

supporting organizations under the supervision of the Chairman of the Committee. 

They closely work with regional head offices to support green logistics programs.

● Green logistics vision and strategies

P(Plan)-D(Do)-C(Check)-A(Act)

Build a foundation for qualitative growth by sharing 

performance and information

Strengthen the cooperation with suppliers to 

systematically implement reduction programs and 

manage performanceSustainability 
Strategies

Responsible 
business 
execution

Green Logistics Strategy 1. Reinforcing the basis for management

• Strengthen the work process for systematic green logistics

• Lay a foundation for reducing GHG risks_digitization of energy management

• Take on activities for GHG management of the supply chain

Green Logistics Strategy 3. 

Fostering experts

• Strengthen the capabilities of in charge persons

•    Actively engage with suppliers for information 

exchange

Green Logistics Strategy 2. 

Reduction activities

• Regular programs to reduce energy use

•    Work with suppliers to efficiency meet energy 

reduction targets

• Use renewable energy

We provide the best logistics services across the globe, contributing to 

national development and improving people's lives.

Vision : Global Moving Network

Environment & Safety

Green Logistics 

+ SEBANG’s approach to green logistics

SEBANG strives to reduce GHG emissions through company-wide ef

forts and cooperation with suppliers, with a goal of contributing to cur

bing climate change. In 2017, the company was certified as the Green 

Logistics Company by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transpo

rt for reducing GHG emissions. We also implement environmental ma

nagement and manage performance through the environmental mana

gement system (ISO 14001). 

01

Green Logistics Company Certificate

● Green Logistics Organization

Chairman

Green Logistics 
Team

Incheon branch

Mokpo branch

Ulsan branch

Changwon branch

Donghae branch

Dangjin branch

Pohang branch

Samcheonpo branch

Gwangyang branch

Gyeongin branch 

Gunsan branch

Busan branch

Supporting 
organizations

Green 

Logistics 

Management 

Committee

CEO

CFO

General & Administrative System Support

(E&S GLOBAL)

◎ Key achievements

By the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (2017)

Certified Green Logistics Company

Adoption of modal shift in 2019

Reduction in GHG emissions: 3,617 tCO2-eq
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Environment & Safety

● Mid- to long-term green logistics plan

Reduce GHG risks by strengthening green logistics of the supply 

chain and become a leading green logistics company.
Goal

Expansion

(2019~2023)

•    Help key suppliers build a GHG-

related basis and pursue energy 

reduction campaigns

•    Enhance the GHG management 

system

• Help foster internal experts

Basis forming

(2014~2018)

•     Form a basis for green logistics

•    Build a basis for energy and GHG 

management

•    Review the enhancement of the 

GHG management system (legacy 

system analytics and system 

requirements definition, etc.)

•    Review and adopt energy saving 

solutions

•    Develop internal experts

Establishment 
and 

enhancement
(From 2024)

•    Expand green logistics programs 

to all suppliers

•    Formulate green logistics plans 

for joint growth

GHG and Energy Management

We set forth a goal of cutting GHG emissions by 9.3% below 2030 BAU in line 

with the national GHG reduction roadmap. All business sites measure energy 

consumption on a monthly basis (e.g. fuel for cargo trucks and electricity use) and 

update the information on the logistics energy management system for monitoring. 

In 2019, SEBANG’s total emissions was 25,936 tCO
2
eq. As for direct emissions 

(Scope 1), stationary combustion was 341 tCO
2
eq, mobile combustion 20,177 

tCO
2
eq, and other emission 5 tCO

2
eq. Indirect emissions was 5,413 tCO

2
eq. 

Emissions from stationary sources were calculated based on the LNG and diesel 

consumption of 39 business sites including 13 branches. Emissions from mobile 

sources were estimated by measuring the fuel use by cargo trucks, passenger 

cars, and construction equipment. Emissions between 2017 to 2019 are shown in 

the table below.

Total emissions (tCO
2
eq) Direct emissions(tCO

2
eq) Indirect emissions(tCO

2
eq)

2017 26,098 22,335 3,763

2018 25,857 21,955 3,902

2019 25,935 20,523 5,412

● Emissions

*The emissions include only direct emissions (Scope 1) and indirect emissions (Scope 2) and can be different in decimals from the figure reported to the government.

2019 plan 2019 performance 2020 target

Energy consumption(TJ) 413 404 408

GHG emissions(tCO
2
eq) 26,520 25,935 25,503

*2020 target is an internally decided amount and subject to change after the negotiation with the government.

*The emissions include only direct emissions (Scope 1) and indirect emissions (Scope 2) and can be different in decimals from the figure reported to the government.

Minimizing Environmental Impact

SEBNAG is doing its utmost to minimize its impact on the environment. The noise 

level is kept at 90 dB or below. All work stops in wind speeds exceeding 8 m/s for 

prevention of dust scattering and accidents. To ensure the practice, monitoring is 

performed twice per day. We train employees to prevent coal from falling while 

working or cleaning at the dock. We also instituted a monthly cleaning day.

*Devices for prevention of dust scattering during unloading works

● Minimizing noise and dust scattering

Year Branch Description Purpose Effect
Investment 
(unit: KRW million)

2017
Gyeongin 
branch

Installed 18 mufflers for 
refrigeration systems

Reduce noise at power 
generators

Decrease of 
1.5 dB

2018
Pohang 
branch

Installed hoppers (for 
prevention of dust scattering) 

Reduce dust scattering while 
unloading imported materials 
(FE-CR))

Reduced dust 
scattering

Made six portable tarps for 
prevention of dust scattering

Reduced dust 
scattering

20

Devices for prevention of dust 

scattering during unloading works

Compliance with Clean Air Conservation Act

SEBANG is pursuing equipment modernization considering the aging of 

stevedoring equipment. For new equipment, construction equipment powered by 

Tier 4 Final engines is adopted to minimize the emission of air pollutants such as 

NOx. We are planning to replace all equipment with smaller carbon footprint over 

the mid- to long-term. This embodies our commitment to eco-friendly logistics. 

We are taking preemptive action to achieve air-pollution-free green logistics.

Key Green Logistics Achievements

Eco-friendly modal shift

To weaken the logistics’ environmental impact, SEBANG signed an agreement 

with KORAIL to shift road transport to rail and eventually reduce GHG emissions. 

Modal shift services are available for the following routes: Bugchulsong - Seokpo, 

Bugchulsong - Osong, Dongsan - Busanjin, Namchulsong - Obong, North 

Jeonju - Jeokryang, Shin Gwangyang - Obong, Bugangwha - Bugchulsong. We 

handle about 230 modal shift orders annually. Reduction in GHG emissions are 

proportional to freight weight and distance traveled. The following is the modal 

shift’s GHG reduction effect for the last three years.

Mid-to-long Term Plan

SEBANG developed a mid- to long-term plan to establish green logistics 

throughout the supply chain. The plan is now in the stage of expansion. In 

accordance with the plan, we undertook activities to enhance the logistics energy 

management system. We help suppliers build a foundation for energy and GHG 

management by training their employees to strengthen job capacity.
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2017 2018 2019

Modal shifts 250 210 230

GHG reduction(tCO
2
-eq) 3,932 3,303 3,617

● GHG reduction by modal shift

*Note: GHG reduction calculation formula

  - Rail transport emissions = (freight weight x distance) x GHG intensity of transport type

  - Road transport emissions = (freight weight x distance) x GHG intensity of transport type

  - GHG reduction = road transport emissions - rail transport emissions

● LED adoption for three years 

- Warehouse Area(㎡)
Average hours of 
use per month(h)

Number of LED 
replacements

Cost (KRW 1,000)

HQ Lobby (2nd floor) 340 240 47 2,800

Gunsan 7 warehouses 11,752 240 454 138,100

Gunsan Port Warehouse 1,672 240 48 18,600

Donghae North Pier Logistics Warehouse 1,680 120 22 5,600

Gwangyang Berth #3, Hapo General Pier 6,055 140 102 176,500

Light tower, Gwangyang Port 3,138 180 4 19,000

Light tower, Hapo General 
Purpose Pier

1,602 105 8 29,300

Gwangyang LME warehouse 6,012 120 205 48,390

Total 32,251 1,385 890 438,290

Environment & Safety

● GHG reduction from shifting to LEDs

2017 2018 2019

Number of replacements 59 205 626

Investment (unit: KRW million) 51 48 339

GHG reduction (tCO
2
-eq) 16 22 99

Photovoltaic generation

SEBANG installed rooftop PV systems at its logistics facilities. We also developed a 

new revenue model based on PV systems: we install PV systems on idle rooftops 

of the customer’s facility and lease them. Operating PV systems from 2018, we 

have reduced 844 tCO
2
-eq of emissions.

Promoting Green Logistics

After certified as the Green Logistics Company by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure 

and Transport in 2017, SEBANG set a framework for green logistics. In 2018, we 

took part in the eco-friendly logistics and joint growth consulting program organized 

by Korea Transportation Safety Authority and developed measures to expand green 

logistics to suppliers. In 2019, we held the Co-growth Competition - the first of the 

kind in the industry in which suppliers participated - in order to share managerial 

information and methods related to green logistics with suppliers.

Logistics Energy Management System

In 2019, through the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport’s program 

supporting the shift to green logistics, we developed an energy management 

platform. The new energy management system uses two different data sources 

- the legacy system interfacing transport data and the transport record logs. The 

system compares the two for higher accuracy. We plan to improve the system to 

obtain more accurate data and widen the scope of green logistics to all suppliers.

● GHG reduction from PV generation

2018 2019

Total generation (MWh) 469 1,340

Investment (unit: KRW million) 30 19

GHG reduction(kgCO
2
-eq) 219 625

*Note. GHG reduction calculation formula

  - Total annual electricity generation = generation capacity x 4.6 hrs (average operation hours per day) x 365 days

  - GHG emissions by energy source = oil ((782gCO
2
/kWh) - PV (54gCO

2
/kWh)

  - GHG reduction = Total annual electricity generation x GHG emissions difference by energy source

● Before and after switching to LEDs (Berth #3, Hapo General Purpose Pier, Gwangyang) _ Increase safety during night work

Metal-halide lamps LEDs

Efficient energy use

For the last three years, we replaced existing lighting with LEDs at logistics 

warehouses and offices to improve energy efficiency. We invested 370 million won 

to replace 637 lights, which allowed for a GHG reduction of 1,803 kgCo
2
-eq.
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Safety Management

+ SEBANG’s approach to safety

For the last decade, SEBANG has been committed to enhancing safe

ty, the basic right of workers.

Focusing on the fact that over 90% of accidents were caused due to 

carelessness of workers, we formulated a system to raise safety aw

areness of all our employees. In addition, we always put the safety 

of workers before everything and ensure strict observance of related 

laws and regulations. We evaluate safety risks on a regular basis and 

develop countermeasures based on the findings. In pursuit of systema

tic promotion of safety and health at workplace, SEBANG won the Saf

ety and Health Management System certification.

02

Safety Policy 

At SEBANG, we are doing our best to ensure the safety and health of our people. 

We practice 5 AEO Safety Activities, evaluate all business sites for potential risks, 

and conduct relevant activities to prevent accident. This approach aims at creating 

a voluntary safety culture.

Safety Training

Individual business sites share cases of safety accidents and benchmark good 

practices of leading companies at the beginning of year. We also seek cooperation 

from suppliers by distributing job guidelines and conducting safety checks.

Key Safety Activities

At SEBANG, all business sites have received certification on the Safety and Health 

Management System. Our safety management activities are carried out based on 

the annual safety management implementation plan. 

1. Fast accident information sharing (groupware pop-ups)

Even a minor accident of a transport vehicle will be displayed on the groupware 

pop-up to inform all employee and raise safety awareness, especially at the sites 

with repetitive reports of similar accidents.

2. Assessing the safety management capability of the in charge person

In the beginning of the year, managers in charge of 12 branches are given a target 

number of accidents for the year, which is 70% of the number of accidents that 

happened for the last three years. During the annual performance review, the 

managers are evaluated in terms of target achievement.

5 AEO Safety Activities 

1    Participate in safety activities 

by transport type (container, 

trailer, truck, railcar)

2    Check container seals and truck 

locks

3    Train drivers on smuggling, 

collusion, and violation of laws.

4    Track and monitor transport 

vehicles (GPS and daily 

transport logs)

5    Manage the departure, arrival 

and estimated travel time of 

transport vehicles.

Environment & Safety

◎ Key achievements

All business sites

Safety and Health Management System Certification

Safety activities

5 AEO Safety Activities

● Annual Safety Management Implementation 

6 Conduct emergency drills

7    Visit all business sites for 
safety inspection (G&A)

8    Check the safety of the warehouses 
and facilities (insurance company)

9 Evaluate safety accidents

2    Provide training to sites with 
low safety performance

3    Regularly check loading equipment 
at all business sites

4    Evaluate all business sites for 
potential risks and dangers

5    Revise the accident handling 
procedure

1    Develop annual safety accident 
management plans
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Environment & Safety

3. Increasing safety awareness through repetitive training

Repetitive pointing and calling was introduced as part of our tool box meeting (TBM) 

to help workers keep focus and stay alert. We also train our workers to predict 

potential risks and dangers before, during, and after a job.

4. Emergency drills

SEBANG has prepared manuals for all potential accidents by business site. We 

also conduct emergency drills at night without a prior notice every year. The 

Headquarters management monitor the responses in real time on a video call.

5. Protecting at-risk workers 

The Headquarters’ Safety Officer will visit the worksite of a supplier to support at-

risk workers (supplier employees). When risks or inappropriate jobs/operations 

are found, the Officer will help improve the situation. In addition, the Officer will 

develop a training curriculum based on the issues found to provide regular training 

to supplier employees.

6. Quarterly safety inspection 

Analysis of occupational accidents found that less than 10% of the accidents were 

due to defective equipment, tools or facilities. To prevent such accidents, facilities, 

equipment, and loading tools at all work sites are inspected on a quarterly basis 

and the results are shared with all workers. This allows us to predict and eliminate 

risks in advance to provide safer working environments to our people.

7. Regular inspection by external experts

To single out risks and dangers that are not identified by internal inspections, risk 

consultants of our property insurer conduct annual safety inspections based on 

third-party expertise.

8. 100% KOSHA certification (12 sites)

At SEBANG, 12 sites have achieved certification on the Safety and Health 

Management System by KOSHA (Korea Occupational Safety & Health Agency) 

in recognition for its outstanding safety management. In May 2020, Danghae 

branch obtained KOSHA_MS certification, KOSHA’s upgraded certification criteria, 

which is the first in stevedoring. Thanks to the systematic efforts, the number of 

occupational accidents at business sites are decreasing every year.

9. Dangerous goods transport training

SEBANG prepared the work guidelines and procedures for safe management 

and transport of dangerous goods. The documents cover everything related to 

dangerous goods and hazardous chemicals from storing, container stuffing and 

gate-out to inventory movement. We inspect hazardous chemicals, write logs, 

and appoint hazardous chemical supervisors as required by law. Also, we confirm 

whether the driver transporting hazardous chemicals has received proper safety 

training before proceeding further.

Program

Finding issues and 

reporting to CEO in the 

following day

Collecting the day’s TBM 

minutes in the afternoon

Standardization and 

distribution of TBM minute 

templates

Regular loading equipment 
check

Good

■ Q1

■ Q2

■ Q3

Discard

■ Red

Loading equipment check

We perform annual and quarterly equipment inspections including non-

destructive testing and visual inspection. Equipment with defects is red-tagged 

and immediately discarded. We use different color codes for annual and quarterly 

inspection. We make sure that only equipment which passed the inspection is 

used.

① Safety training ② Pointing and calling ③ Safety stretching

Center 1: 32 people Center 2: 6 people Center 3: 55 people
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● Consolidated Condensed Statement of Financial Position 

End of December, 2017 End of December, 2018 End of December, 2019

Current assets 229,918 185,244 229,242

Non-current assets 723,906 803,686 878,393

Total assets 953,824 988,930 1,107,635

Current liabilities 116,398 110,274 174,421

Non-current liabilities 60,797 62,864 114,712

Total liabilities 177,195 173,138 289,133

Common stock 11,499 11,499 11,499

Capital surplus 27,653 27,653 27,653

Accumulated other comprehensive income 27,443 25,388 27,361

Retained earnings 582,641 623,741 624,501

Other capital components 125,347 125,347 125,346

Non-controlling interests 2,046 2,164 2,142

Equity attributable to owners of the 
company

774,583 813,628 816,360

Total equity 776,629 815,792 818,502

(unit: KRW mil)
● Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity 

(unit: KRW mil)

● Condensed Statement of Comprehensive Income

2017 2018 2019

Sales 666,130 651,682 723,284 

Cost of goods and services sold 608,110 591,889 652,561 

Gross profit 58,020 59,793 70,723 

Selling and administrative expenses 46,535 48,373 54,580 

Operating income 11,485 11,420 16,143 

Finance income 541 3,456 1,678 

Other income (3,394) 232 (41,140)

Share of profit of associates 28,743 37,306 30,329 

Profit before income tax 37,375 52,414 7,010 

Income tax expense 5,962 8,869 1,516 

Profit for the period 31,413 43,545 5,494 

Other comprehensive income 1,772 (372) 1,226 

Total comprehensive income 33,185 43,173 6,720 

(unit: KRW mil)

Financial Data

Capital 
stock

Capital 
surplus

Accumulated 
other 
comprehensive 
income

Retained 
earnings

Other 
capital 
components

Equity 
attributable to 
shareholders 
of the parent 
company

Non-
controlling 
interests 

Total 
Shareholders’ 
equity 

Jan 1, 2017 (Beginning of year) 11,499 27,653 27,752 553,289 128,341 748,534 1,947 750,481

Net profit (loss) 31,314 31,314 99 31,413

Other comprehensive income (309) 2,081 1,772 1,772

Cash dividends 4,043 4,043 4,043

Increase (Decrease) after Sales 
of Treasury Stocks

(2,995) (2,995) (2,995)

Dec 31, 2017 (End of year) 11,499 27,653 27,443 582,641 125,346 774,583 2,046 776,629

Jan 1, 2018 (Beginning of year) 11,499 27,653 27,443 582,641 125,346 774,583 2,046 776,629

Increase/decrease due to 
changes in accounting policy

(2,893) 2,893

Net profit (loss) 43,427 43,427 118 43,545

Other comprehensive income 839 (1,211) (373) (372,755)

Cash dividends 4,009 4,009 4,009

Dec 31, 2018
(End of year) 

              
11,499 

              
27,653 

              
25,388 

            
623,741 

            
125,346 

                      
813,628 

               
2,164 

         
815,792 

Jan 1, 2019 
(Beginning of year) 

              
11,499 

              
27,653 

              
25,388 

            
623,741 

            
125,346 

                      
813,628 

               
2,164 

         
815,792 

Changes in equity, 2019 　 　 　 　 　 　 　             

Net profit (loss) 　- - -
               

5,517 
                    

- 
                          

5,517 
-               

22 
            

5,495 

Other comprehensive income 　- 　-
               

1,973 
-          

747 
                    

- 
                          

1,225 
                    

-
            

1,225 

Cash dividends 　- 　- 　-
-     

4,010 
                    

- 
-                      

4,010 
                    

- 
-           

4,010 

Dec 31, 2019 (End of year) 
             

11,499
             

27,653
             

27,361
           

624,501
           

125,346
                      

816,360
              

2,142 
         

818,502 

● Consolidated Condensed Cash Flow Statement 

2017 2018 2019

Cash flows resulting from operations 29,308 25,113 51,332 

Cash flows from investing activities (7,118) (26,414) (22,024)

Cash flows from financing activities  (9,468) (5,851) (14,818)

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash 
equivalents)

12,722 (7,152) 14,490 

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash 
equivalents

(218) 154 (84)

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 32,567 45,071 38,073 

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year 45,071 38,073 52,479 

(unit: KRW mil)
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● People

Unit 2017 2018 2019

Employees By region Korea Person 764 725 726

Overseas Person 2 3 3

By employment 
type

Full-time Person 715 661 675

Temporary or 
par-time

Person 51 67 54

By gender Men Person 712 661 660

Women Person 54 67 69

By age
Under 30 years 
old

Person 59 100 94

30-50 years old Person 451 451 446

Over 50 years 
old

Person 202 177 189

Total Person 766 728 729

Manage-level 
(Senior or above)

Men 　 Person 277 265 278

Women 　 Person 3 3 4

● Employment and Turnover

Unit 2017 2018 2019

New recruitment Number of people hired Person 43 79 58

Turnover
Number of employee turnover 
(voluntary) 

Person 27 23 24

Turnover rate % 3.5% 3.2% 3.3%

● Training

Unit 2017 2018 2019

Training hours Total training hours Hours     25,053     25,812     32,483 

Training hours per employee Hours/person          33          36          45 

Training expenses Total training expenses KRW million         204         251         261 

Training expenses per 
employee

KRW 1,000/person         267         344         358 

Sexual harassment 
training 

Total training hours Hours         766         728         729 

Training hours per employee Hours/person            1            1            1 

● Labor Union Membership

2017 2018 2019

Total number of employees (including contract workers) 772 734 736

Number of people with labor union membership (person) 389 394 393

Labor union membership percentage (%) 50.4% 53.7% 53.4%

● Creation and Distribution of Economic Value

내용 2019

Shareholders Dividends 4,009

Employees Salaries and welfare expenses 101,724

Suppliers Goods and services costs 511,485

Local communities Expenses for social contribution activities and donation 2,273

Government Income tax and other public charges and taxes 3,786

Others Other costs (depreciation, etc.) 31,245

Corporate internal reserve Increase (decrease) in corporate internal reserve 759

Gross earnings Sales and other income etc. 733,447

(unit: KRW million)

● Note. Consolidated Subsidiaries (As of the end of 2019)

Company Main business Ownership

Korea Maritime Co., Ltd International maritime transport

Own more than 
50% of share

Sungjin Trading Import and export of steel products

SEBANG Express Co., Ltd.
Import and export, domestic sales and maritime 
transportation brokerage 

SEBANG Busan New Port Logistics 
Co., Ltd.

Transportation including land and sea

SEBANG Gwangyang International 
Logistics Co., Ltd.

Transportation including land and sea

Mokpo Daebul Pier Operation Co., Ltd. Management and operation of pier facilities

SEBANG VINA Warehouse and freight forwarding

Daeil Special Transport Co., Ltd. Transportation and service
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● Environment

Unit 2017 2018 2019 Note

Environmental protection, facility investment 
and expenses

KRW million 333 48 207
Replacement 

to LEDs

GHG Emissions Total GHG emissions tCO2-eq 26,098 25,857 25,935

Scope 1 emissions tCO2-eq 22,335 21,955 20,523

Scope 2 emissions tCO2-eq 3,764 3,902 5,413

GHG intensity
tCO2-eq/KRW 

100 mil 
39 40 36

GHG reduction tCO2-eq 3,948 3,325 3,716

Energy consumption
Total energy 
consumption

TJ 395 393 403

Electricity TJ 77 80 111

Fuel TJ 318 313 292

Energy intensity
TJ/KRW 100 

mil 
0.6 0.6 0.56

Energy reduction TJ 56 47 54

Water consumption Water consumption ton 45,775 44,332 48,456

Waste Total waste ton 628 671 675

General waste 280 295 285

Designated waste 348 376 390

Recycled waste 338 396 401

● Safety

Unit 2017 2018 2019

Occupational accidents Accident rate % 1.9% 2.4% 1.0%

Number of full-time 
workers

Person 1,373 1,222 1,051

No. of employees 
involved in 
occupational 
accidents

26 29 11

Safety training hours Employees Hours 8,581 8,831 8,867 

Number of employees 
who received safety 
training

Person 549 539 501

Awards and Membership

● Awards (After 2000)

Year Awards

2000 Minister’s Award in e-Biz (Ministry of ICT)

2002 Presidents’ Award, Korea Logistics Innovation Competition (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport)

2003 Grand Prize, Maritime Logistics e-Biz (The Korean Association of Shipping and Logistics) 

2004 Excellence Award, Korea e-Biz (Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy)

2005
Presidential Citation (Ministry of the Interior and Safety) 

Excellence Award, Korea e-Biz (Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy)

2006 Presidential Citation (Ministry of the Interior and Safety) 

2008 Gold Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit (President) 

2009 Grand Prize, Korea Logistics Award (Korea Logistics Society) 

2011
Eui Sun Lee, Chairman of SEBANG Group, received Gold Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit 

(President)

2015 SEBANG received Software Industry Protection Award (Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning) 

2017

Enterprise with the Best Labor Management Culture (Ministry of Employment and Labor Busan Office) 

Green Logistics Company (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport) 

Bronze, AEO Best Practice Competition (Korea Customs Service) 

2019
Minister’s Award, Green Logistics Management, Logistics Day ((Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 

Transport)

● Membership 

Organizations

Korea Enterprises Federation Korea International Trade Association

Korea Listed Companies Association Korea Food Cold Chain Association

Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry Construction Association of Korea

Korea Port Logistics Association Korea AEO Association

Korea Integrated Logistics Association Korea Logistics Association of Rail Road Users

Korea Electrical Contractors Association Korea Customs Logistics Association
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● UN-SDGs

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals adopted in 2015 by 

the 70th session of the General Assembly of the United Nations and intended to be achieved by 2030. 

Focusing on 5 Ps, people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnerships, 169 targets were set from the 17 

goals. Throughout the report, we specified FOCUS SDGs relevant to our sustainability strategies.

Topic No. Index Description Page Comments

Organizational Profile

102-1 Name of the organization 12

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 12, 13

102-3 Location of headquarters 12

102-4 Location of operations 15

102-5 Ownership and legal form 13

102-6 Markets served 13

102-7 Scale of the organization 12

102-8
Information on employees and other 
workers

80

102-9 Supply chain 62, 63, 81

102-10
Significant changes to the organization 
and its supply chain

-
No significant 
changes

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 37~39

102-12 External initiatives 84

102-13 Membership of associations 83

Strategy 102-14 Statement from senior decision maker 4~7

Ethics and Integrity

102-16 Values, principles, and norms of behavior 41~43

102-17
Mechanisms for advice and concerns 
about ethics

43

Governance

102-18 Governance structure 40

102-22
Composition of the highest governance 
body and its committees

40

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 40

Stakeholder 
engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 34

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 81

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 34

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 34

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 34~36

Reporting practice 

102-45
Entities included in the consolidated 
financial statements

81

102-46
Defining report content and topic 
boundaries

2

102-47 List of material topics 36

102-48 Restatements of information - First issue

102-49 Changes in reporting - First issue

● SDGs

NO POVERTY ZERO HUNGER GOOD HEALTH 
AND 

WELL-BEING

QUALITY 
EDUCATION

GENDER 
EQUALITY

CLEAN 
WATER AND 
SANITATION

 AFFORDABLE 
AND 

CLEAN ENERGY

DECENT WORK 
AND 

ECONOMIC 
GROWTH

INDUSTRY, 
INNOVATION 

AND 
INFRASTRUC-

TURE

REDUCED 
INEQUALITIES

SUSTAINABLE 
CITIES 
AND 

COMMUNITIES

RESPONSIBLE 
CONSUMPTION 

AND 
PRODUCTION

CLIMATE 
ACTION

LIFE BELOW 
WATER

LIFE ON LAND PEACE, 
JUSTICE 

AND STRONG 
INSTITUTIONS

PARTNERSHIP 
FOR THE 
GOALS
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GRI Standards Index

Topic No. Index Description Page Comments

Reporting practice 
102-50 Reporting period About This Report

102-51 Date of most recent report - First issue

Reporting Practice 

102-52 Reporting Practice About This Report

102-53
Contact point for questions regarding the 
report

About This Report

102-54
Claims of reporting in accordance with 
the GRI Standards

About This Report

102-55 GRI Content Index 85~87

102-56 External assurance 88~89

Management Approach

103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

46, 50, 56

62, 66, 72103-2
The management approach and its 
components

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Economic Performance 201-1
Direct economic value generated and 
distributed

81

Anti-corruption

205-1
Operations assessed for risks related to 
corruption

43

205-2
Communication and training about anti-
corruption policies and procedures

41~43

Anti-competitive 
behavior

206-1
Legal actions for anti-competitive 
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly 
practices

43

Energy

302-1
Energy consumption within the 
organization

68, 69, 82

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 69~71, 82

302-5
Reductions in energy requirements of 
products and services

69~71, 82

Emissions

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 82

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 82

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 69~71, 82

Effluents and Waste
306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 82

306-3 Significant spills - Not applicable

Environmental 
Compliance

307-1
Non-compliance with environmental 
laws and regulations

- No violations

Employment 401-1
New employee hires and employee 
turnover

80

Occupational Health 
and Safety

403-1
Occupational health and safety 
management system

73

403-2
Hazard identification, risk assessment, 
and incident investigation

73

Topic No. Index Description Page Comments

Occupational Health 
and Safety

403-4
Worker participation, consultation, and 
communication on occupational health 
and safety

73~75

403-5
Worker training on occupational health 
and safety

73~75

403-7
Prevention and mitigation of occupational 
health and safety impacts directly linked 
by business relationships

73~75

403-9 Work-related injuries 82

Training and 
Education

404-1
Average hours of training per year per 
employee

80

404-2
Programs for upgrading employee skills 
and transition assistance programs

51, 53

Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity

405-1
Diversity of governance bodies and 
employees

80

Non-discrimination 406-1
Incidents of discrimination and corrective 
actions taken

- Not applicable

Child Labor 408-1
Operations and suppliers at significant 
risk for incidents of child labor

-
No business sites 
at significant risk 
identified

Forced or Compulsory 
Labor

409-1
Operations and suppliers at significant 
risk for incidents of forced or compulsory 
labor

-
No business sites 
at significant risk 
identified

Human Rights 
Assessment

412-2
Employee training on human rights 
policies or procedures

42

Supplier Social 
Assessment

414-1
New suppliers that were screened using 
social criteria

63

Customer Health and 
Safety 

416-1
Assessment of the health and safety 
impacts of product and service 
categories

73~75

416-2
Incidents of non-compliance concerning 
the health and safety impacts of products 
and services

- No violations

Marketing and Labeling

417-2
Incidents of non-compliance concerning 
product and service information and 
labeling

- No violations

417-3
Incidents of non-compliance concerning 
marketing communications

- No violations

Customer privacy 418-1
Substantiated complaints concerning 
breaches of customer privacy and
losses of customer data

- No complaints

Socioeconomic 
Compliance

419-1
Non-compliance with laws and 
regulations in the social and economic 
area

- No violations
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Independent Assurance Statement

Dear Valued Readers

■ Introduction

  SEBANG Co., Ltd. requested Korea Management Registrar (KMR) to undertake independent assurance of the 2020 Sustainability Report (the 

“Report”). The management of SEBANG is responsible for the preparation of the Report. The responsibility of KMR is to provide a conclusion 

regarding the following aspects of SEBANG.

■ Assurance Scope and Standards

  SEBANG described its sustainability performance and activities in the Report. We performed our work in accordance with AA1000AS (2008) 

and SRV1000 from KMR Global Sustainability Committee. We provided a Type 2 assessment, a moderate level of assurance. We evaluated 

the adherence to principles of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness, and the reliability of the information and data provided using the 

GRI Standards indexes specified below. The assessment regarding the principle of Materiality is based on our professional judgement.

  Confirmation that the Report was prepared in accordance with the Core Options of the GRI standards was included in the scope of the 

assurance, for which we reviewed the followings:

 ・GRI Reporting Principles

 ・Universal Standards

 ・Topic Specific Standards

  - Management approach of Topic Specific Standards

  - Anti-Corruption: 205-1, 205-2

  - Anti-Competitive Behavior: 206-1

  - Energy: 302-1, 302-4, 302-5 

  - Emissions: 305-1, 305-2, 305-3, 305-5

  - Effluents and Waste: 306-2, 306-3

  - Environmental Compliance: 307-1

  - Employment: 401-1

  - Occupational Health and Safety: 403-1, 403-2, 403-4, 403-5, 403-7, 403-9

  - Training and Education: 404-1, 404-2

  - Diversity and Equal Opportunity: 405-1

  - Non-Discrimination: 406-1

  - Child Labor: 408-1

  - Forced or Compulsory Labor: 409-1

  - Human Rights Assessment: 412-2

  - Community: 413-2

  - Supplier Social Assessment: 414-1

  - Customer Health and Safety: 416-1, 416-2

  - Marketing and Labeling: 417-1, 417-2, 417-3

  - Customer Privacy: 418-1

  - Socioeconomic Compliance: 419-1

 As for the reporting boundary, this Report does not include any data and information of SEBANG’s suppliers and contractors.

■ Assurance Procedure

  In order to verify the contents of the Report within an agreed scope of assurance in accordance with the assurance standards, we have 

carried out an assurance engagement as follows:

 ・Reviewed the overall Report

 ・Reviewed materiality test process and methodology

 ・Reviewed sustainability management strategies and targets

 ・Reviewed stakeholder engagement activities

 ・Interviewed people in charge of preparing the Report

■ Conclusion

  Based on the document reviews and interviews, we had several discussions with SEBANG on the revision of the Report. We reviewed the 

Report’s final version in order to confirm that our recommendations for improvement and revision have been reflected. Based on the work 

undertaken, nothing comes to our attention to suggest that the Report was not prepared in accordance with the following principles, and that 

the data included in the scope of assurance was not fairly stated.

 ・Inclusivity

  Inclusivity is engaging stakeholders in developing and achieving responsible and strategic sustainability responses.

  -    SEBANG has developed and maintained different stakeholder communication channels at all levels to announce and fulfill its 

responsibilities to the stakeholders. Nothing has come to our attention to suggest that there is a stakeholder group left out in such 

process.

・Materiality

  Materiality is the principle that determines which topics are sufficiently relevant and important to the organization and its stakeholders. In this 

context, material topics are those that can have impact on their decision making, behavior and performance.

 -    SEBANG has a unique materiality assessment process to decide the significance of issues identified by the stakeholder communication 

channels. We have not found any material topics left out in the process.

・Responsiveness

  Responsiveness is an organization’s action to stakeholder issues that have impact on its sustainability performance. It is realized through 

decisions, actions and performance as well as communication with stakeholders. 

 -    Nothing has come to our attention to suggest that SEBAGN’s responses to material stakeholder topics were not fairly stated in the Report.

 We did not find anything to suggest that the Report was not prepared in accordance with the Core Options of the GRI Standards.

■ Recommendations

 Hoping that the Report is utilized as a communication tool with stakeholders, we recommend the following for continuous improvement.

  SEBANG disclosed both financial and non-financial performance in the report in a transparent manner to strengthen communication with 

stakeholders. It created a special page reflecting the unique characteristics of the industry to enhance readers’ understanding of its key 

achievements and businesses. It also reported risks in detail that can have critical impact on sustainability of the company. We recommend 

that SEBANG develop and expand KPIs for the systematic promotion of sustainable management and incorporate sustainability into its 

organizational culture. 

■ Independence

  With the exception of providing third party assurance services, KMR is not involved in any other SEBANG’s business operations that are 

aimed at making profits in order to avoid any conflicts of interest and to maintain independence.
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